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Kurzfassung
Eine Studie von Ereignissen mit isolierten Leptonen und fehlendem Transversal-Impuls in ep
Kollisionen wird vorgestellt. Im Standardmodell (SM) werden Ereignisse mit dieser Topologie
vorwiegend durh Produktion reeller W Bosonen mit anshliessendem leptonishen Zerfall
erwartet. In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird die Suhe solher Ereignisse im HERA-1 Datensatz
fortgeführt, wo gegenüber der Erwartung im SM ein Übershuss an Ereignissen mit hohem
hadronishen Transversal-Impuls PXT > 25 GeV gefunden wurde. Dieser Analyse werden
neue Daten aus der HERA-2 Datennahmeperiode hinzugefügt. Der analysierte Datensatz von
aufgezeihneten e+p Kollisionen entspiht damit einer integrierten Luminosität von 220 pb−1,
was etwa doppelt so viel ist wie in HERA-1. Der e−p Datensatz entspriht 186 pb−1, was
etwa dreizehnmal so viel ist wie in HERA-1.
Es wurden alle drei Lepton-Generationen (Elektronen, Myonen und Tau-Leptonen) analysiert.
Im Elektron- und Myon-Kanal werden insgesamt 53 Ereignisse in 406 pb
−1
beobahtet. Dies
stimmt gut mit der Erwartung von 53.7 ± 6.5 Ereignissen im SM überein, die durh die
Produktion reeller W Bosonen dominiert ist. Bei untershiedliher Ladung des Elektron-
Strahls werden jedoh untershiedlihe Ereignisraten beobahtet. Während im e+p Datensatz
der Übershuss von Ereignissen mit PXT > 25 GeV nah wie vor besteht, stimmt der e
−p
Datensatz mit der Erwartung im SM überein.
Im Tau-Kanal werden im gesamten HERA Datensatz 18 Ereignisse bei einer Erwartung von
20±3 Ereignissen im SM beobahtet. Sie werden durh irreduziblen Untergrund aus geladenen
Strömen dominiert. Der Anteil an reellerW Produktion beträgt dabei etwa 22%. Es wurde ein
Ereignis mit PXT > 25 GeV bei einer Erwartung von 1.4± 0.3 Ereignissen im SM beobahtet.
Abstrat
A study of events with isolated leptons and missing transverse momentum in ep ollisions
is presented. Within the Standard Model (SM) suh topologies are expeted mainly from
prodution of realW bosons with subsequent leptoni deay. This thesis ontinues the analysis
of suh events done in the HERA-1 period where an exess over the SM predition was observed
for events with high hadroni transverse momentum PXT > 25 GeV. New data of the HERA-2
period are added. The analysed data sample reorded in e+p ollisions orresponds to an
integrated luminosity of 220 pb
−1
whih is a fator of two more with respet to the HERA-1
analysis. The e−p data orrespond to 186 pb−1 whih is a fator of 13 more with respet to
HERA-1.
All three lepton generations (eletrons muons and tau leptons) are analysed. In the eletron
and muon hannels a total of 53 events are observed in 406 pb
−1
. This ompares well to the
SM expetation of 53.7±6.5 events, dominated by W prodution. However a dierene in the
event rate is observed for dierent eletron beam harges. In e+p data the exess of events
with PXT > 25 GeV is sustained, while the e
−p data agree with the SM.
In the tau hannel 18 events are observed in all HERA data, with 20±3 expeted from the SM.
The events are dominated by irreduible bakground from harged urrents. The ontribution
from W prodution amounts to about 22%. One event with PXT > 25 GeV is observed, where
1.4± 0.3 are expeted from the SM.
Für Annika
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Introdution
Events with high-PT isolated leptons and missing transverse momentum in high-energy partile
ollisions are sensitive to new physis beyond the Standard Model (BSM) [1℄. The observation
of the rst ep → µX event at HERA by the H1 experiment [2℄ at high PXT = 76 GeV where
the SM expetation is small, has therefore reated onsiderable interest in the high-energy
physis ommunity [3℄. Sine then, the searh for isolated leptons has been ontinuously
updated by the H1 [4, 5℄ and ZEUS [6, 7℄ ollaborations as new data beame available. At
the end of the HERA-1 running period, a total of 19 events were observed by H1, with an SM
expetation of 14.5 ± 1.6 events in a data sample orresponding to an integrated luminosity
of 118.4 pb
−1
. In the SM suh events are mostly expeted from prodution of real W bosons
with subsequent leptoni deay. Overall the distributions of the events were ompatible with
W prodution in the SM. However, 11 of these events were observed at PXT > 25 GeV, where
the SM expetation is only 3.4 ± 0.4. This observation, orresponding to an exess of almost
3σ signiane, was onsidered HERA's best hane for the disovery of new physis. The
most popular model to explain suh an exess is anomalous single top prodution via avour
hanging neutral urrents (FCNC). The events were analysed to test this assumption, trying
to separate ontributions from W boson prodution and single top prodution [8, 9℄. In H1,
5 of the events were onsidered ompatible with a top deay rather than a SM W deay in a
region where 1.3 ± 0.2 events were expeted within the SM. In absene of a lear signal for
top prodution exlusion limits were set, signiantly improving the onstraints obtained from
other olliders [10, 11, 12℄.
Due to lepton universality in the SM the tau hannel is expeted to behave idential to the
eletron and muon hannels. It therefore presents an important ross hek even though a
searh for events with hadroni tau deays and missing transverse momentum is more hal-
lenging than the eletron and muon hannel. The extration of a signiant signal is diult
due to a large bakground from the hadroni nal state. In the HERA-1 data taking period,
ZEUS reported 3 tau andidates with 0.4± 0.1 expeted [13℄. Two of these were seen at high
PXT > 25 GeV where only 0.2± 0.05 were expeted. H1 reported a total of 6 tau andidates,
while 9.9 ± 2.7 are expeted from the SM [14℄. None of these events was seen at high PXT .
Like the eletron and muon hannels, the tau hannel is being onstantly updated as new data
beome available [15℄.
The HERA-2 data inlude a large e−p data sample of 186 pb−1 whih is about 13 times as
big as the HERA-1 e−p data sample. For this thesis, the omplete e−p data was available
and ould be analysed. A HERA-2 e+p sample of 113 pb−1 ould be analysed, whih is about
the same amount as available in HERA-1. Data taking is still going on for the e+p data. At
the urrent rate, another sample of ∼ 100 pb−1 an be hoped for at the end of the HERA
programme. The urrent status of the searh for isolated eletron, muon and tau leptons is
disussed in the present work.
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1. Physis Proesses
1.1. Introdution
A physis proess that leads to energeti leptons and genuine missing transverse momentum
due to undeteted partiles in the nal state is onsidered as signal in the present analy-
sis. Other proesses, where a lepton is imitated or an apparent imbalane deteted due to
utuations in the measurement are alled bakgrounds.
The signal proesses onsidered in this analysis are prodution of real W and Z0 bosons
in the SM and any possible BSM proess with a similar signature. As template for suh a
BSM proess the prodution of single top quarks via FCNC is used. All uts are designed to
maximise aeptane for these proesses. All other proesses are onsidered bakground. The
most important SM bakgrounds are neutral and harged urrents in deep inelasti sattering
(DIS) and jets in photoprodution beause of their large ross setions. The event sample is
seleted in a phase spae with missing transverse momentum PmissT > 12 GeV and high lepton
transverse momentum P lT > 10 GeV, where the expetation for the SM bakground proesses
is already low. In this region, the normalisation of the bakground proesses is ontrolled
using dediated ontrol samples.
1.2. Signal Proesses
1.2.1. W and Z
0
Prodution
The main soure for events with isolated leptons and missing transverse momentum is the
prodution of real W bosons
ep→ eWX
Deay Channel Branhing Ratio Signature
W → eνe 10.7% e+ PmissT
W → µνµ 10.6% µ+ PmissT
W → τντ →֒ hν¯τ 11.2% · 50% τ -jet+PmissT
W → qq¯ 67.96% 2 jets
Table 1.1.: W boson deay modes. All leptoni deay modes are overed in this thesis. τ →֒
hν¯τ denotes hadroni 1-prong tau deays. Values taken from [16℄.
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Figure 1.1.: Signal proesses in the searh for events with isolated leptons and missing trans-
verse momentum. a) RealW prodution in the SM via resolved photoprodution.
b) Anomalous single top prodution via FCNC, used as template for events from
BSM proesses with large hadroni transverse momentum PXT .
with subsequent leptoni deay of the W boson [17℄. Table 1.1 realls the W deay hannels.
Real W prodution proeeds mostly via resolved photon interations in photoprodution,
where the transverse momentum of the W boson PWT is typially small. In the prodution via
diret photon interations PWT may be larger. The transverse momentum of the deay lepton
is large due to the large Wmass, while the transverse momentum of the hadroni nal state
PXT is typially small.
The total ross setion for real W prodution is about 1.3 pb at
√
s = 319 GeV. All ontri-
butions to the proess are modelled in the framework of the EPVEC event generator [18℄. In
Fig. 1.1a the radiation of a W boson o the sattered quark is shown, whih is the dominant
ontribution to the total ross setion. All eight leading order diagrams, inludingW radiation
o the nal state quark,W radiation o the initial and nal state lepton, triple boson oupling
(WWγ vertex) and boson gluon fusion are taken into aount. A smaller ontribution of less
than 7% to the total ross setion from harged urrent W prodution ep → νWX is also
taken into aount.
Next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD orretions are also alulated [19℄. The theoretial un-
ertainty of 30% in leading order is redued to 15%. The orretions are applied by weighing
generated EPVEC events by a fator that depends on PWT and the rapidity of the W boson,
suh that the resulting ross setion orresponds to the NLO alulation [20℄. The eet on
the leading order ross setion is found to be 30% at low PWT and 10% at high P
W
T .
Also Z0 boson prodution ep→ eZX with subsequent deay Z0 → νν¯ is inluded where the
Z0 is produed via Z0-strahlung or the Cabbibo-Parisi-proess. The ontribution to the signal
rate is less than 3% alulated using the EPVEC generator [21℄.
Subsequent deays of theW boson to leptonsW → lν and hadronsW → qq¯ are overed in the
event generation. Final state parton showers are simulated in the PYTHIA framework [22℄.
1.2.2. Anomalous Single top Prodution
Anomalous Single top prodution via FCNC shown in Fig. 1.1b is one of the most prominent
andidates for explaining an exess over the SM predition of events with an isolated lepton
14
and large PXT . Throughout this thesis, this proess is used as template for any BSM proess
with this nal state. While single top prodution is allowed kinematially and possible within
the SM at HERA, the ross setion is too low to see a signal in the available data samples.
An observation would therefore hint at new physis. Anomalous top prodution is modelled
with the ANOTOP event generator [23℄. ANOTOP uses matrix elements of the omplete
proess e + q → e + t → e + b +W obtained from the CompHEP program [24℄. The shape
of kinematial distributions of ANOTOP events is used where appropriate to optimise the
aeptane of suh events.
1.3. Bakground Proesses
1.3.1. Deep Inelasti Sattering
The most prominent bakground proesses at HERA are neutral urrents (NC)
ep→ eX
and harged urrents (CC)
ep→ νX
in deep inelasti sattering (DIS) in the SM framework. Figure 1.2 shows the general kine-
matis of DIS and the notation used in this thesis. The Feynman diagrams for NC and CC
proesses are shown in Figs. 1.3a and 1.3b, respetively. In NC either a photon or Z0 boson
is exhanged between the inident eletron and the sattered quark. In harged urrents (CC)
a (virtual) W boson is exhanged.
The kinematis of a NC event at high Q2 an be reonstruted most preisely with the eletron
method as desribed in table 1.2. A NC nal state onsists of the sattered eletron and a
jet from the sattered quark. At high Q2 the sattered eletron has typially high transverse
momentum and is isolated from the hadroni nal state. In the transverse plane the eletron
and the jet are bak-to-bak due to momentum onservation. Seond jets are possible due to
radiation of hard gluons in the nal state. Missing energy in the event an only be produed
by utuations in the energy measurement of the detetor response and limited geometri
aeptane (energy losses lose to the beam pipe and in the alorimeter raks).
A CC nal state onsists of a single jet and real missing energy from the neutrino whih esapes
undeteted. Additional jets are possible due to NLO ontributions to the ross setion, like
in Fig. 1.3. Also photons an be radiated in the nal state. These additional jets, radiated
photons or other hadrons in the nal state an be misidentied as leptons. The kinematis of
a CC event have to be reonstruted using the hadron method as desribed in table 1.2.
NC and CC proesses in DIS are modelled with the DJANGO [26℄ and RAPGAP [27℄ event
generators in the region Q2 > 4 GeV. DJANGO is used to model DIS events in the eletron
and muon hannels. In these hannels the bakground an be estimated from the inlusive
distributions. In the tau hannel RAPGAP is used beause it was found to better desribe dijet
topologies whih are an important bakground there. To orret for remaining deienies in
the simulation of multi-jet topologies a k-fator weight of (1.+0.2 ∗ (njet− 1)) is applied to
all RAPGAP events, where njet is the number of reonstruted jets in the event.
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Kinematis of Deep Inelasti Sattering
p
P=(Ep,p
fi
p) Xp
x•P
Xq
q
e+
k=(Ee,p
fi
e)
e+ / n e
k’
Inident eletron k = (Ee, ~pe)
Inident proton p = (Ep, ~pp)
Sattered eletron k′ = (E′e,
~p′e)
Hadroni nal state X (X2 = (q + p)2 ≈ q2 + ys)
Total momentum balane k + p = k′ +X
Centre-of-mass energy (squared) s = (k + p)2 ≈ 2pk = 4EpEe
Momentum transfer q = k − k′ = X − p (Q2 = −q2 ≈ sxy)
Inelastiity y y = p·q
p·k
≈ 2pq
s
Bjorken-x x = −q
2
2p·q =
Q2
ys
Inlusive hadroni angle γh = 2arctan(
EX−P
X
z
PX
T
)
Figure 1.2.: Kinemati observables of DIS. The notation in this gure is used throughout this
thesis.
Method Q
2
y Resolution
Hadron Q2h =
pt2
h
1−yh
yh =
Eh−p
h
z
2Ee
δQ2
h
Q2
h
∼ 11−yh
Eletron Q2e = 2EeE
′
e(1 + cos θ) ye = 1− E
′
e
Ee
sin2 θ2
δye
ye
∼ 1
ye
Double Angle Q2DA = yDA =
δγh
sinγh
⊕ δθesin θe
4E2e sin γh(1+cosθe)
sinγh+sin θe−sin(θe+γh)
sin θe(1−cos γh)
sinγh+sin θe−sin(θe+γh)
Table 1.2.: Reonstrution Methods for the kinematis of DIS events [25℄. Bjorken-x is derived
from y,Q2 via x = Q2/s. The notation in this table is used throughout this thesis.
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Figure 1.3.: The main SM bakground proesses to events with isolated leptons and missing
transverse momentum. a) Neutral urrent in DIS; b) Charged urrent in DIS;
) Charged urrent dijets in DIS; d) Dijets in photoprodution; d) Lepton pair
prodution.
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1.3.2. Photoprodution
Jets an be produed in hard sattering photoprodution proesses via boson-gluon-fusion as
shown in Fig. 1.3d. The sattered eletron leaves the main detetor undeteted along the
beam-pipe. The topology of photoprodution events onsists of two jets bak-to-bak in the
transverse plane. Additional jets are possible due to ontributions from NLO proesses. Pho-
toprodution events may enter the isolated leptons seletion beause of missing energy due to
utuations in the detetor response and limited aeptane, and beause of misidentiation
of a jet as isolated lepton.
Jets in Photoprodution are modelled with the PYTHIA 6.1 event generator [22℄ in the regime
Q2 < 4GeV. Beause the ross setion of LO and NLO photoprodution proesses is not so well
known, k-fators were estimated from a photoprodution sample (desribed in setion A.3).
For every jet a fator (1. + 0.2 ∗ njet) is applied to the event, where njet is the number of
jets in the event in agreement with previous studies [28℄. To aount for a further observed
deieny of PYTHIA to simulate jets with low transverse momentum in the forward region,
an additional orretion fator of 1.4 is applied to events where the highest jet transverse
momentum is below 15 GeV.
1.3.3. Lepton Pair Prodution
Lepton pair prodution proeeds mainly via γγ-interations in the SM as shown in Fig. 1.3e.
The nal state of lepton pair prodution onsists of up to three isolated leptons, with a
possible hadroni nal state from the proton remnant, depending on the kinemati region
(elasti or inelasti). If one of the leptons is not deteted and a utuation aets the energy
measurement, the event may enter the seletion due to the real lepton and the apparent missing
energy. Pair prodution of leptons is modelled with the GRAPE event generator [29℄. GRAPE
is based on a full alulation of all eletroweak diagrams (inluding Drell-Yan-proesses and
Z0-bremsstrahlung) taking into aount intermediate photons and nal state interferenes.
All three lepton generations are onsidered.
1.3.4. Wide-Angle Bremsstrahlung
QED Compton sattering leads to events with photons in the detetion region 1◦ < θγ < 178
◦
in elasti ep → epγ or inelasti ep → eXγ events alled wide-angle bremsstrahlung (WAB).
WAB an ontribute to the bakground due to misidentiation of the photon as a lepton
together with apparent missing transverse momentum from utuations in the measurement.
It is modelled with the WABGEN event generator [30℄. Radiation orretions to the inident
eletron, the value of the eletron mass and the struture of the proton are taken into aount.
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2. Experimental Conditions
2.1. The HERA Aelerator
The HERA (Hadron Elektron Ring Anlage) at DESY, Hamburg is the worlds unique ep
ollider. It started operation in 1992 and is sheduled to end operation in July 2007. HERA
onsists of an eletron
1
aelerator and a proton aelerator with a irumferene of 6.3 km.
A shemati drawing of the aelerator omplex is shown in Fig. 2.1. Partiles are ollided
with a entre-of-mass energy of 319 GeV (300 GeV before 1997). The beams are organised in
up to 220 partile bunhes rossing every 96 ns.
HERA running is divided in the HERA-1 period from 1994 to 2000 and the HERA-2 period
from 2003 to 2007. A mahine upgrade was performed for HERA-2. The luminosity was
inreased by installing quadrupole fousing magnets lose to the interation points within H1
and ZEUS. Spin rotators were installed to provide the interation regions with a longitudinally
polarised eletron beam.
A new feature at HERA-2 is the possibility to deliver a longitudinally polarised eletron beam
in the interation regions. The longitudinal polarisation Pe of the eletron beam is dened as
Pe = (NR − NL)/(NR + NL) where NR (NL) is the fration of right (left) handed eletrons.
The magnitude of the polarisation generally inreases with beam lifetime and the heliity is
ipped every few weeks to get positive and negative polarisation values. Figure 2.2 shows the
polarisation proles for the analysed HERA-2 periods. The proles are taken from runs where
polarisation measurement was available and normalised to unit area.
2.2. The H1 Experiment
This setion outlines the H1 detetor, highlighting omponents important for the analyses
disussed in this thesis, fousing on the HERA-2 setup. The setup of the H1 detetor in
HERA-1 is desribed in [31℄. A drawing of the H1 detetor is shown in Fig. 2.3. H1 is a
general purpose detetor to study ep ollisions. The nominal interation point is the origin
of the H1 oordinate system. The z-axis is the nominal beam axis. It is negative in the
bakward (eletron beam) diretion, and positive in forward diretion. All polar angles θ
are dened with respet to the forward diretion. Beause the entre-of-mass system of the
ep ollision is boosted along the proton diretion, the H1 detetor is better equipped in the
forward diretion. Partiularly, the alorimetry is more nely segmented in that area. The
detetor is designed to provide overage over most of the 4π solid angle, thus being able to
measure the total visible energy in eah event. This ability is impaired by energy lost lose to
1
HERA an run with eletrons or positrons. Unless expliitly stated eletron refers to eletrons and positrons
in this thesis.
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Figure 2.1.: The HERA aelerator omplex.
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Figure 2.2.: Longitudinal eletron beam polarisation proles for the analysed HERA-2 running
periods. The average polarisation P¯e for eah period is indiated below.
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Figure 2.3.: The H1 Detetor. The origin of the H1 oordinate system is in the entre of the
traking hambers (orange). Visible sub-detetors are the LAr alorimeter (red),
SpaCal (pink), instrumented iron (violet) and forward muon system (turquoise).
the beam pipe, in alorimeter raks and dead material in front of the alorimeter, partiularly
in the forward diretion.
The pseudo-rapidity is dened as η = − ln tan(θ/2). A very ommon measure for distanes
between two objets is their distane in the ηϕ-plane dened as
Dηφ =
√
∆η2 +∆ϕ2
where ∆η and ∆ϕ are the dierene in pseudo-rapidity η and azimuthal angle ϕ of the two
objet's four-vetors.
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2.2.1. Traking Detetors
The traking system is used for triggering, nal state reonstrution and partile identiation.
A drawing of the layout of the entral traking detetors in HERA-2 is shown in Fig. 2.4. A
superonduting oil surrounding the LAr alorimeter ryostat produes a magneti eld of
1.16 T strength along the z-axis whih bends harged partile trajetories and allows measuring
their transverse momentum.
The main subdetetors of the entral traking detetor CTD are the entral jet hambers
CJC overing the polar angle range 10◦ < θ < 170◦. Single measurement points (hits) are
resolved with a resolution of 170µm in the transverse plane, and 2.2 m in the z-diretion.
The momentum resolution is σp/p < 0.01 p/GeV. The forward traking detetor FTD overs
the polar angular range 7◦ < θ < 25◦. It provides additional information for harged partiles
deteted in the forward part of the alorimeter. Trigger information is provided by the entral
and forward inner proportional hambers.
2.2.2. Calorimeters
The energy of hadrons and eletromagneti partiles in the nal state is measured in the
forward and barrel regions by a LAr alorimeter [32℄. The LAr alorimeter overs the polar
angle range 4◦ < θ < 154◦. A prole of the LAr alorimeter is shown in Fig. 2.5. The
upper half shows the segmentation of the alorimeter in barrels. The lower half shows the
segmentation in individual ells. It ontains an eletromagneti setion made of lead plates
with a depth orresponding to 2030 radiation lengths, depending on the polar angle. A
hadroni setion made of steel plates with a depth orresponding to 4.58 interation lengths
surrounds it in the same ryostat. For eletromagneti showers the energy resolution of the
alorimeter measured in a test beam was σE/E = 12%/
√
E(GeV) ⊕ 1% and for hadroni
showers σE/E = 50%/
√
E(GeV) ⊕ 2% [33℄. The LAr alorimeter an also provide a time
estimate of energy deposits. This an be used to identify energy deposits not in time with
the bunh rossing time T0. A tail ather made of athode pads on the inner fae of the
surrounding iron yoke measures partiles not stopped by the LAr alorimeter. The bakward
region is overed by a lead-bre spaghetti alorimeter SpaCal [34℄. It allows the preise
measurement of the sattered eletron in the polar angular range 153◦ ≤ θ ≤ 177.5◦.
2.2.3. Muon Detetors
Muons esaping the alorimeter are deteted by the entral muon detetor CMD (or instru-
mented iron) and the forward muon detetor FMD [35℄. The CMD onsists of 10 layers of
limited streamer tubes embedded between sheets of iron of the magneti ux return yoke, and
6 layers of pad and strip detetors. The FMD onsists of 6 double layers of drift hambers on
the faes of a toroid magnet in front of the iron yoke endap. The CMD overs an angular
range of 5◦ < θ < 175◦, and the FMD overs 3◦ < θ < 17◦. The momentum measurement
of the CMD is poor and the CTD momentum is used for muons reonstruted in the entral
region. For muons deteted in the FMD the momentum resolution is σp/p = 24%  36% for
p = 5  200 GeV.
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Figure 2.4.: Overview of H1 traking detetors. The main detetors are the entral jet ham-
bers CJC1 and CJC2 (yellow). Trigger information is provided by the CIP.
a) b)
Figure 2.5.: Proles of the LAr alorimeter. a) Longitudinal prole. The top half shows the
division in alorimeter barrels. The bottom half shows the alorimeter as seen in
the event display. Individual ells are visible. b) Transverse prole of a alorimeter
barrel. Eah barrel is omposed of otants.
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2.2.4. Luminosity
The luminosity delivered by HERA to H1 is determined from the rate of the Bethe-Heitler
proess ep→ eγp. In the HERA-2 setup of the luminosity system the rate of photons with an
energy greater than 10 GeV is measured in a photon detetor. The systemati unertainty on
the luminosity measurement is dominated by the geometri aeptane of this photon detetor.
After oine orretions the total systemati error on the luminosity measurement is 2% in
HERA-2.
2.2.5. Trigger and Data Aquisition
Triggering and Data Aquisition DAQ are realised in a multilayer system. The event rate of
∼100 kHz is redued to a readout frequeny of ∼47-50 Hz. Data from the subdetetors is
onstantly read into a pipeline. On the rst trigger level L1 hardware trigger elements are
ombined by the entral trigger logi into subtriggers. If a subtrigger res, the readout is
stopped. The deision to pass the event on is taken within 2.3 µs. If trigger rates are above
their respetive bandwidth budget, they are presaled. That means only every n-th event is
aepted if n is the presale fator of the respetive subtrigger. Most triggers used in high-PT
analyses, suh as those in this thesis, are not presaled. The seond trigger level (L2) onsists
of the Level 2 Topologial Trigger (L2TT) and the Level 2 Neural Network Trigger (L2NN).
These are devies apable of making more informed trigger deisions based on topologial
information in the ηϕ-plane or on neural network deisions, respetively. The deision to pass
the event on to the next level is made within 20 µs. The third trigger level (L3) an be used
to make detailed trak-based trigger deisions. The rate after L2/3 is alled the L4 input rate
and is around 40 Hz. The fourth trigger level (L4) is implemented on a omputer farm outside
the DAQ hardware. It reonstruts the omplete event in software and assigns it to one or
more event lasses. It an take a deision in about 100 ms, reduing the event rate of nally
seleted events to about 10 Hz. These events are stored persistently on tape and are available
for oine analysis.
2.2.6. Software
The H1 detetor response to the events generated by the Monte Carlo programs is simulated
in H1SIM, a software based on GEANT [36℄. The simulated events are then subjeted to the
same reonstrution and analysis hain as the data. The reonstrution software H1REC is
FORTRAN based and stores its output in BOS (bank objet storage) format. All information
on the event an be aessed via BOS banks. The analysis part of the software has been
ompletely rewritten in C++ for HERA-2 [37℄ and is based on ROOT [38℄.
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3. Final State Reonstrution
3.1. Introdution
The nal state reonstrution algorithm uses detetor measurements to evaluate the four-
vetors of the nal state partiles. From these four-vetors the global kinematis are deter-
mined. The reonstrution begins with traks measured in the traking detetors and lusters
of alorimetri energy deposits in the alorimeters. First eletromagneti partiles (eletrons
and photons) and muons are identied. Eletromagneti partiles are dened by ompat
isolated eletromagneti lusters. For muons, signals in the muon detetors are required. The
remaining information is assoiated to hadrons. Clusters are ombined with traks to form
hadron andidates. Non-isolated eletromagneti partiles and muons are attributed to hadron
deays and inluded in the hadroni nal state. Hadroni nal state partiles are ombined
into jets. Finally, the energy sale of eletrons and jets is alibrated. Using the fully reon-
struted and alibrated nal state, global event observables may be measured, for instane
missing transverse momentum using the total four-vetor sum of all identied partiles.
Hadroni tau deays are identied via their deay produts, alled tau jet. Tau jets are dened
based on alibrated jets and mathing isolated traks. Their identiation is desribed in
setion 6.3.
3.2. Clusters
Clusters are reonstruted from neighbouring alorimeter ells with energy signiantly above
the noise threshold of 300 MeV. Cells not assoiated to lusters are suppressed to redue
noise. Clusters are dened to be eletromagneti or hadroni, depending in whih setion
of the alorimeter they are predominantly found. The energy sale of the lusters is then
orreted by fators Eh/Eem ≃ 1.1 − 1.3 typial for non-ompensating alorimeters. Finally
dead material orretions based on the alorimeter geometry are applied. The luster energy
still needs to be alibrated relatively between data and simulation, and shifted to the orret
absolute energy sale to orretly determine the invariant masses of measured partiles. These
steps are arried out after jet reonstrution. Cluster four-vetors are dened on an axis
through the vertex and the baryentre of the luster.
3.3. Traks
For trak reonstrution multiple ts and traking detetor ombinations are used:
• Non-vertex-tted traks are stored in the DTNV bank. These traks an be short,
making the momentum measurement and even diretion unertain.
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• Vertex-tted traks are stored in the DTRA bank. These are reonstruted from DTNV
traks after a ommon t to the event vertex. There an be two DTRA trak hypotheses
for one DTNV trak, or the DTRA trak an be very far away from the original DTNV
trak.
• Good quality traks are seleted from vertex-tted traks. Seleted traks are preferably
used for lepton identiation and are the only traks used in the hadroni nal state
reonstrution. Traks are good quality if they meet the following requirements:
 pT > 70 MeV,
 |da'| · sin(θ) ≤ 2 m,
 Rstart ≤ 50m,
 Rlength ≥ 10 m for θ ≤ 150◦ and
 Rlength ≥ 5 m for θ > 150◦
where pT is the transverse momentum of the trak, θ the polar angle, da' the
distane of losest approah to the vertex in the transverse plane, Rstart the trak
start radius from the nominal vertex position and Rlength the length of the measured
trak segment in the transverse plane.
Traks are alibrated during reonstrution, and no further alibration is applied at the
analysis level. The error∆mK0 on theK
0
invariant massmK0 reonstruted fromK
0 → π+π−
is diretly proportional to the error on trak momentum ∆p. The deviation of mK0 from the
PDG value is less than 1% in the urrent software giving ondene that the trak momentum
is reliably measured [39℄.
The trak eieny is determined with NC events by the ratio of events where a trak is
required for the sattered eletron to events where no trak is required. It is measured in
dierent detetor regions and it was found that the simulation overestimates the traking
eieny. To orret for this, traks are rejeted randomly from Monte Carlo events to orret
the agreement of data and Monte Carlo trak multipliities. The probability to identify a trak
rises linearly from ∼ 50% for θtrack ≃ 15◦ to a maximum of 95% at θtrack ≃ 30◦. A dependene
of a dierene in trak eieny on the trak transverse momentum is negleted.
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3.4. Eletromagneti Partiles
3.4.1. Identiation
Eletromagneti partiles are identied as ompat and isolated eletromagneti lusters in
the LAr alorimeter [40℄. They are reonstruted starting from seed lusters with an energy
above 2 GeV of whih at least 90% must be ontained in the LAr alorimeter, and with an
eletromagneti energy fration of at least 50%. Around these seed lusters a shower envelope
is dened by a one of 7.5◦ opening around the luster axis. Neighbouring lusters are merged
to the seed luster if at least 50% of their energy is ontained in the shower envelope. The
resulting total eletromagneti partile luster andidate has to have a transverse momentum
above 3 GeV and a total energy E > 5 GeV. The shower has to be spread over at least three
alorimeter ells to avoid that single hot alorimeter ells, produed by noise in the readout
eletronis are misidentied as eletromagneti partiles. The eletromagneti energy fration
fem = Eem/E must be fem & 95%(θ)1. Compatness is ensured by requiring the transverse
luster radius to be σR . 5(θ) m. Also the energy fration of the hot ore, dened by the
energy Ehot of the N = 4(θ) hottest ells around the most energeti ell, has to be at least
50%(θ). Isolation against other lusters is ensured by dening an isolation one with radius
Riso = 0.25 in the ηϕ-plane around the luster axis, and requiring at least 98% of the total
energy to be ontained in this one. If the hadroni energy in the isolation one is less than
300 MeV at least 95% of the total energy has to be ontained in the one. If all these riteria
are met, the total luster four-vetor denes the eletromagneti partile four-vetor.
The eletromagneti partile is dened to be isolated against hadrons, if the energy in an
isolation one of Rhadiso = 0.5 in the ηϕ-plane around the partile is less than 3% of the total
energy. In this ase, the eletromagneti partile is exluded from the hadroni nal state.
The isolated eletron with the highest energy is taken to be the sattered eletron and an
be used to determine the event kinematis using the eletron method shown in Tab. 1.2. In
the eletron hannel, the isolated eletron with the seond highest energy is dened to be the
sattered eletron beause the highest energy eletron is assumed to ome from the W -deay.
Traks are assoiated to eletromagneti partiles by requiring a trak-luster math. All
seleted, vertex-tted and non-vertex-tted traks are tested to math the luster. A trak
mathes if the losest distane of approah between the extrapolated LAr alorimeter fae
impat position of the trak and the entre-of-gravity of the eletromagneti partile is less
than 12 m. If a mathing trak is found, the harge of the eletron is determined from
the trak urvature diretion. The error on the urvature is used as the harge measurement
signiane. If no mathing trak is found, the eletromagneti partile is onsidered a photon.
Another algorithm is used to identify eletrons in the SpaCal. It is based on lusters deteted
in the SpaCal with an energy greater than 5 GeV and a radius of less than 4 m. All eletro-
magneti partiles found by these algorithms are onsidered and alled eletron andidates in
the following.
The identiation eieny for eletromagneti partiles with a transverse momentum PT >
10 GeV is lose to 100%. The trigger eieny was shown to be around 98% using NC
events [41℄.
1
Here and in the following the (θ) reminds that the requirements are optimised as a funtion of the polar
angle of the eletron andidate and only a typial numerial value is given.
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Figure 3.1.: Test of the eletron alibration. Shown are tests in an inlusive NC sample for
the 2005 e−p data. a) The ratio E
bal
= Ee/EDA of the alibrated eletron energy
Ee and the double angle eletron energy EDA as a funtion of eletron z-impat
position ze for data (blak points) and Monte Carlo (open points) testing the
absolute eletromagneti energy sale. b) The ratio E
bal
(Data) / E
bal
(Monte
Carlo) testing the relative eletromagneti energy sale.
3.4.2. Calibration
The energy of the eletromagneti partile Ee is alibrated to orret the relative energy sale
between data and simulation, and to bring it to the absolute energy sale [42, 43℄. In NC
events, the double angle eletron energy
E
DA
=
2E0e sin γh
sin γh + sin θe − sin(θe + γh)
an be determined from the polar angle of the eletron θe and the inlusive polar angle of the
hadroni nal state γh only. Calibration onstants are determined in a tight NC sample with
a well-measured eletron, hadroni nal state and suppressed initial state radiation by on-
straining the ratio E
bal
= Ee/EDA to one. The onstants depend on the impat z-position ze
of the eletron on the LAr alorimeter fae and the alorimeter otant and are determined for
all time periods where the onditions are potentially dierent. Figure 3.1 shows tests of the
eletron alibration for 2005 e−p data. From Fig. 3.1a an be read that after alibration the
absolute energy sale of the eletron is known to better than 1% in the LAr alorimeter barrel
region. Figure 3.1b demonstrates that the relative eletromagneti energy sale of data and
Monte Carlo simulation agrees to better than 1% in the barrel region and to better than 2%
in the forward region where the statistial error is larger.
3.4.3. Misidentied Eletrons
Hadrons misidentied as eletrons are a main soure of bakground in the eletron hannel.
The desription of suh eletrons is ontrolled using the inlusive NC sample desribed in
setion A.1 and requiring a seond eletron. This eletron is almost always a misidentied
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Figure 3.2.: Desription of seondary identied eletrons in the 2004-06 e−p inlusive NC
sample. These eletrons are mainly misidentied hadrons.
hadron. About 3% of all NC events ontain suh fake eletrons. Figure 3.2 shows the dis-
tributions for transverse momentum P e2T and polar angle θe2 of these seond eletrons for
2004-06 e−p data. They are well desribed within the unertainties of the simulation up to
high P e2T , giving ondene that this bakground soure is orretly desribed.
3.5. Muons
3.5.1. Identiation
Muons are identied based on their typial signature in a ombination of subdetetors [37,
44℄. While traversing the LAr alorimeter they behave like minimally ionising partiles with
dE/dx ≃ 10 MeV/m for muons of energy above 200 MeV, leaving a narrow trae of energy
depositions. Outside the hadroni part of the LAr alorimeter only muon signals are mea-
sured. They leave traes in the CMD and FMD, referred to as outer traks in the following.
Additional traks in the CJC, referred to as inner traks, an be linked to the outer traks
during reonstrution. Depending on how well these signatures are observed, there are ve
quality grades of muons dened by the muon identiation algorithm. In desending order of
quality the denitions of the grades are:
Grade 1 muons are of highest quality requiring an inner and outer trak linked by the reon-
strution.
Grade 2 muons also have an inner and outer trak, but the traks are only required to math
at the analysis level. To math, the extrapolated inner trak has to be loser than 0.5
to the outer trak in the ηϕ-plane.
Grade 3 muons have no outer trak, but only signals in the tail ather mathing the extrap-
olated inner trak within 0.5 in the ηϕ-plane.
Grade 4 muons are based on estimators alulated from energy deposits in the LAr alorime-
ter. The estimators try to haraterise patterns typial for MIPs.
Grade 5 Muons are based on outer traks in the FMD without assoiated inner trak.
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Figure 3.3.: Desription of identied muons with PµT > 10 GeV in the 2004-05 e
−p inlusive
NC sample. Most of these muons are falsely identied.
This analysis uses muons of grades 1, 2, 3 and 5 in the range PµT > 2 GeV and 5
◦ < θµ < 175◦
only. Beause hadrons are easily identied as grade 4 muons they are not used in the present
analysis.
A muon is dened to be isolated against hadrons, if the alorimetri energy in a ylinder
of radius 35 m (75 m) in the eletromagneti (hadroni) LAr alorimeter part around the
extrapolated muon trak is below 8 GeV, and if there is no other trak within a distane of 0.5
in the ηϕ-plane. Isolated muons are exluded from the hadroni nal state.
The eieny to detet muons is heked with elasti muon pair prodution events and found
to be well above 90% in the angular region θµ > 20
◦
.
3.5.2. Misidentied Muons
Muons in inlusive NC, CC and photoprodution samples arise mostly from misidentied
hadrons of the nal state, together with signals in the muon detetors due to either eletroni
noise or osmi radiation. The desription of suh misidentied muons was heked by requir-
ing a muon with a transverse momentum PµT > 10 GeV in the inlusive NC sample desribed
in setion A.1. Figure 3.3 shows the desription of identied muon andidates in the 2004-
05 e−p data. Roughly 0.2% of NC events ontain muon andidates. This is about half of the
fration seen in a similar hek in HERA-1 [4℄. The dierene is due to advanes in the muon
identiation algorithm, speially the striter requirements for outer traks. Real muon
pair prodution ontributes about 8% to the total SM predition. The θµ distribution is well
desribed in the region θµ > 20
◦
, and desribed within the errors in the forward region (a).
The transverse momentum distribution PµT is desribed up to high values (b). In summary,
misidentied muons are well estimated.
3.6. Hadroni Final State
3.6.1. Identiation
The algorithm to identify the hadroni nal state in H1 is based on identifying ombinations of
traks and lusters as partiles, taking the most preise information from either to get the best
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resolution possible while avoiding double-ounting of energy. The algorithm, alled HADROO-
2, is based on the best experiene with several ompeting hadroni nal state algorithms used
during HERA-1 and onstitutes now the unied H1 hadroni nal state algorithm. While
it is omparable to previous algorithms in the low momentum region, the identiation was
improved in the high momentum region [39℄.
Hadroni nal state identiation starts with seleted traks and alorimeter lusters not yet
identied as omponents of isolated eletrons or muons. The denition of hadroni nal state
partile andidates starts by assuming every trak originates from a pion (the invariant mass of
the partile andidate four-vetor is set tompi). The trak measurement is ompared to that of
alorimetri energy in the LAr alorimeter behind the trak and the more preise information
is used to dene the hadroni nal state partile four-vetor. The trak measurement quality
is quantied by the relative error on the trak energy Etrack and is ompared to the expeted
relative LAr resolution. If the ondition
σEtrack
Etrack
<
0.5√
Etrack
is satised, the alorimetri energy in a one behind the trak impat position is subtrated
from the lusters and the trak information used as partile four-vetor. The one is dened
suh that a hadroni shower an be fully ontained in it. In ase the ondition is not met,
the alorimetri energy measurement is preferred. In this ase the ompatibility of trak and
luster energy taking into aount utuations of the energy measurement is used to identify
any neutral omponents in the luster. If the trak information an still be used, the luster
energy is taken as the hadroni nal state partile four-vetor, but only the trak energy is
subtrated from the hadroni shower one. Residual neutral lusters are left untouhed. In
ase the trak information is ompletely unreliable, only the alorimeter luster information
is used to dene the hadroni nal state partile four-vetor and the trak is removed. In
the entral region, the trak energy an be more preise than the alorimeter energy up to
25 GeV. In this region typially 60% of the total hadroni transverse momentum is measured
from trak information.
After all traks have been assoiated to lusters dening all harged hadroni nal state
partiles, the residual lusters are onsidered to be neutral hadroni nal state partiles. The
four-vetors of these partiles are resaled to be massless.
3.6.2. Jet Reonstrution
Jets are reonstruted from hadroni nal state partiles using an inlusive-kT jet nder al-
gorithm [45℄. The jet nder identies jets with a minimum transverse momentum of 2 GeV.
Only jets in the polar angular range 50 < θjet < 170
0
are used. In the eletron and muon
hannel the misidentiation of eletromagneti partiles as jets is suppressed by requiring the
jet radius to be Rjet > 0.1 in the ηϕ-plane and the eletromagneti fration to be below 90%.
All jets not satisfying these requirements are added to the four-vetor of energy not ontained
in jets.
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3.6.3. Jet Calibration
The energy sale of hadroni nal state partiles needs to be alibrated in two ways. Relative
agreement between data and simulation is neessary to orretly ompare observations to
preditions. This relative agreement is ahieved by alibrating data and Monte Carlo to the
absolute sale independently. Absolute alibration of the energy sale is neessary to orretly
determine the invariant mass of reonstruted partiles. The available alibration proedure
was developed for jets with transverse momenta above 10 GeV [39, 46℄. The alibration is
onsidered to be absolute if the transverse momentum balane
P balT =
P hT
PDAT
is one, where
P hT =
√
(
∑
h
P hz )
2 + (
∑
h
P hy )
2
is the total hadroni transverse momentum alulated from all hadroni nal state partiles h
and
PDAT =
2E0e
tan θe2 + tan
γh
2
.
is the total transverse momentum measured by the double angle method. To a good ap-
proximation PDAT is independent of the energy sale and the relative data and Monte Carlo
alibration. A high-Q2 NC sample with suppressed initial state radiation is used to deter-
mine PDAT . An iterative proedure is applied to determine alibration onstants C(θ, P
DA
T )
separately for every data period and in every polar angle region shown in Fig. 3.4a. The
alibration is applied to the energy fration of the unalibrated jet four-vetor measured with
lusters. The fration measured with traks is already alibrated and left untouhed. Figure
3.4b shows the overall P balT for the 2004-06 e
−p inlusive NC sample. The distribution peaks
at one, verifying that the alibration proedure works overall. Figure 3.4 shows P balT as a
funtion of the inlusive hadroni polar angle θeh alulated from the eletron variables via
tan(θeh/2) =
2E0e − (Ee − P ez )
P eT
.
The plot demonstrates that the absolute energy sale of jets is known to better than 2% over
the overed polar angle region of the alorimeter. Figure 3.4d shows that the relative energy
sale of data and Monte Carlo agree to better than 2% over the overed region.
Calibration of the most forward jets below θjet < 7
◦
was not available per default in the
HERA-2 software and only added in this analysis. Jets in the very forward region of the LAr
alorimeter suer from losses in the non-instrumented part of the detetor lose to the beam
pipe and a lot of dead material in front of the LAr alorimeter (ontained in the CJC endap
and forward traker). In HERA-1, jets were alibrated also in this region using the standard
proedure and additional fators were applied to aount for the energy losses. The baryentre
of the jet
~cogjet =
∑
i
~xiEi∑
j Ej
,
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Figure 3.4.: Test of the absolute hadroni jet alibration. a) Calibration regions from θ = 7◦
to 155◦ and forward alibration regions at z < (>)350 m in the LAr alorimeter.
b) Distribution of the transverse momentum balane P balT = P
h
T /P
DA
T of data se-
leted in the 2004-06 e−p period in the inlusive NC sample. ) Test of the absolute
jet alibration for data (blak irles) and Monte Carlo simulation (open irles)
showing the mean of P balT as a funtion of θ
e
h. d) Test of the relative alibration
of data and Monte Carlo simulation showing the ratio P balT (Data)/P
bal
T (MC) as
a funtion of θeh.
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Figure 3.5.: Forward jet alibration at θjet < 7
◦
. Shown are the PbalT distributions of unal-
ibrated jets (a,d); Jets alibrated like jets 7◦ < θjet < 10
◦
(b,e); Calibrated and
loss orreted jets (,f) in the 2003-06 e+p data.
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where i runs over all lusters in the jet and ~xi is the baryentre of luster i, was used to estimate
the amount of energy lost from the jet. For ogjet z < 350 m and z > 350 m a loss orretion
fator of 1.1 and 1.2, respetively, was applied. The position z = 350 m orresponds roughly
to the division between the IF and OF LAr alorimeter barrels, as indiated in Fig. 3.4a.
To test alibration of the forward region for HERA-2, NC events with exatly one forward jet
θjet < 7
◦
were seleted in 2005 e−p data. Figures 3.5a and 3.5d show the P balT distributions of
unalibrated forward jets for ogjet z < 350 m and z > 350 m, respetively. The distributions
peak below one, hinting at a too low hadroni energy sale for the jets. The broad tail to very
low P balT hints at lost energy. The relative alibration of data and Monte Carlo simulation is
also o. First a alibration of this region was tested, using the hypothesis that the alibration
fators used for 7◦ < θjet < 10
◦
might be similar to those needed at θjet < 7
◦
. The true
alibration onstants in the very forward region annot be determined, preisely beause the
energy of forward jets is not fully ontained in the detetor. Figures 3.5b and 3.5e show the
alibrated P balT distributions. The P
bal
T peak is loser to one and the relative data and Monte
Carlo simulation aordane is improved. An additional fator to aount for the energy losses
is then additionally applied. This fator is estimated onservatively by not over-alibrating
well-ontained jets. This means the peak of the P balT distribution is shifted to one, but not the
mean of the distribution. An additional loss orretion fator 1.1 is applied for both regions.
The nal P balT distributions of forward jets are shown in Figs. 3.5 and 3.5f for the inlusive
NC sample seleted in 2003-06 e−p data.
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3.7. Observables for Event Seletion
Several ommon observables are used throughout this thesis to selet events with isolated
leptons and missing transverse momentum. In the transverse plane, the following balanes
are used to measure missing transverse momentum:
• P aloT is the net transverse momentum of all alorimeter lusters. This quantity is
unalibrated and orresponds to the quantity used in the trigger to deide if missing
transverse momentum is present in the event.
• PXT is the transverse momentum of the inlusive hadroni nal state, alulated from
all hadroni nal state partiles. Leptons are not inluded. In partiular, in the tau
hannel the tau jet is subtrated from the hadroni nal state.
• PmissT is the net transverse momentum of all reonstruted partiles. It uses the ali-
brated eletron, muon and alibrated hadroni nal state four-vetors.
The dierene between PmissT and P
alo
T is mostly due to muons whih an have high mo-
mentum but deposit little energy in the alorimeter. In ase there are no muons in the event,
PmissT is very similar to P
alo
T . In ase there is a muon with high transverse momentum in
the event, P aloT is very similar to P
X
T . The requirement P
alo
T > 12 GeV is used throughout
this thesis to selet data samples with uniform trigger onditions in the phase spae of the
nal seletions.
The following observables related to missing transverse momentum are also used:
• (E−Pz) =
∑
i(1− cos θi) is the longitudinal energy balane summed over all partiles i.
(E − Pz) is often rewritten as
δmiss = 2 · E0e − (E − Pz)
to denote the missing dierene from the double inident eletron energy 2·E0e = 55 GeV.
For events where only momentum in the proton diretion goes undeteted, δmiss is zero.
This variable is mainly used to selet NC events by requiring δmiss < 8 GeV as illustrated
in Fig. 3.6a (The full NC seletion is desribed in setion A.1).
• Vap/Vp is used as a measure for the balane of the event in the diretion of the total
missing energy four-vetor. It is the ratio of energy omponents (anti-)parallel to the
total alorimetri four-vetor alulated as
Vap = −
∑
i
~PXT · ~PXT,i
PXT
for
~PXT · ~PXT,i < 0
and
Vp =
∑
i
~PXT · ~PXT,i
PXT
for PXT · ~PXT,i > 0,
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Figure 3.6.: Typial observables used to selet dierent SM proesses. Shown are distributions
from the inlusive seletions desribed in appendix A in the phase spae P aloT >
12 GeV. a) NC peaks at δmiss = 2 · E0e − (E − Pz) < 8 GeV. b) CC peaks at low
Vap/Vp. ) Photoprodution dijets peak at ∆φ(jet1, jet2) = 180
◦
.
where i runs over all partiles in the event. The default is to alulate Vap/Vp from
all reonstruted partiles, but in the tau hannel some pathologial events have been
observed where the hadroni nal state is badly reonstruted and the resulting Vap/Vp
is too high. It was apparent that these events are in fat photoprodution events.
To suppress these topologies, the Vap/Vp alulated from lusters diretly is used as
a safeguard. All uts on Vap/Vp have to pass both versions of Vap/Vp. In NC and
photoprodution events Vap/Vp is typially around 0.5 within the resolution beause of
the balaned bak-to-bak topology. When requiring missing energy, Vap/Vp will be
lower, but an still be used to disriminate NC and photoprodution events from those
with a real momentum imbalane. Events with high energeti partiles that do not
deposit muh energy in the alorimeter, like muons and neutrinos, have typially a low
Vap/Vp. CC events an be seleted by requiring Vap/Vp < 0.15 as illustrated in Fig. 3.6b
(The full CC seletion is desribed in setion A.2).
• ∆φ(l,X), the azimuthal angle dierene between the lepton l and the hadroni systemX,
is a measure for aoplanarity. ∆φ(l,X) an be used to measure if any neutrinos were
produed along with the lepton. In NC and photoprodution events the lepton and
the hadroni system are expeted to be bak-to-bak, or ∆φ(l,X) ≈ 180◦ within the
resolution, as illustrated for photoprodution in Fig. 3.6 (The full photoprodution
seletion is desribed in setion A.3). In the ase of photoprodution the lepton is
generally a misidentied hadron. If there are neutrinos produed along with the lepton,
like in deays of Wbosons and tau leptons a value of ∆φ(l,X) signiantly below 180◦
is expeted.
• ζ2e is alulated as
ζ2e = 4 · E0eEe cos2 θe/2.
For real NC events ζ2e is equivalent to Q
2
e. In this ase, ζ
2
e is expeted to fall steeply with
the NC ross setion like Q2. In ase the isolated eletron andidate is not the sattered
eletron, but oming from a W deay, high values of ζ2e are expeted sine the W deay
eletron tends to go more forward.
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4. Preseletion
4.1. Data Samples
Figure 4.1a shows the integrated luminosity olleted by H1 during HERA running. Running
periods with dierent HERA mahine parameters used in this thesis are listed in Tab. 4.1. In
this thesis data from HERA-1 are reanalysed and extended by HERA-2 data up to Novem-
ber 11th 2006
1
. Data taken before 1994 are negleted. The ombined e−p data from the
1998-99 and 2004-06 periods ontains the omplete HERA e−p data and orresponds to a
integrated luminosity of 186.4 pb
−1
. This is omparable with the total e+p data sample from
the 1994-97, 1999-2000, 2003-04 and 2006 periods of 220.2 pb
−1
. The given values are valid for
the eletron and muon hannels. The luminosity in the tau hannel is slightly lower beause of
a striter vertex requirement and additionally listed in table 4.1. In total, the present analysis
uses a data sample larger by a fator of four ompared to the previous published results. In
partiular, the e−p data sample has inreased by a fator of 13. Figure 4.1b shows that addi-
tional ∼ 100 pb−1 of e+p data are expeted until the end of data taking in July 2007, about
half of whih is expeted to be reorded in the high energy run lasting until Marh 2006.
The preseletion requirements for a lean data sample onsisting mostly of ep ollision events
are very similar for all hannels. They are desribed in the following, and the high data quality
of the HERA-2 data samples is demonstrated afterwards.
4.2. Tehnial Requirements
The integrated luminosity of a data sample depends on the availability of neessary detetor
omponents, general quality of the runs and the operation of required triggers during data
taking. Only runs meeting the same requirements as used for alulating the luminosity are
aepted in the analysis. The run quality is an attribute assigned to runs by hand after
the general run onditions during data taking have been evaluated. Only runs determined
to be of good and medium quality are onsidered, while poor runs are rejeted. The LAr
alorimeter, SpaCal, ToF and luminosity system are required to be operational. The high
voltage settings for the traking hambers CJC1, CJC2 and CIP2000 were required to be at
full voltage (100%) to ensure optimal eieny.
4.3. Trigger Requirements
All hannels are triggered by eletron, missing energy or muon triggers. Eletrons and missing
energy are triggered by subtriggers 66, 67 and 77 [47℄. Subtriggers 66 and 77 require missing
1
Up to le DST #5961.
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Figure 4.1.: The integrated luminosity olleted by H1. a) Total integrated luminosity ol-
leted by H1 in HERA-1 and HERA-2. b) Luminosity olleted in 2006-2007.
This thesis inludes all data taken up to November 11th 2006. Data taking will
ontinue until July 2007 providing another projeted ∼ 100 pb−1 of e+p data,
about half of whih will be taken during the high energy run until Marh 2006.
Period Years Collisions Ep
∫ L ∫ L
e, µ hannel τ hannel
HERA-1 1994-97 e+p 820 GeV 37.7 pb−1 36.4 pb−1
1998-99 e−p 920 GeV 13.9 pb−1 13.7 pb−1
1999-2000 e+p 920 GeV 68.8 pb−1 65.8 pb−1
HERA-2 2003-04 e+p 920 GeV 54.4 pb−1 53.7 pb−1
2004-06 e−p 920 GeV 172.5 pb−1 169.9 pb−1
2006 e+p 920 GeV 59.3 pb−1 58.7 pb−1
Total 406.6 pb
−1
398.2 pb
−1
Table 4.1.: Integrated luminosity for the HERA running periods analysed in this thesis. Ep
denotes the energy of the inident proton. The eletron energy is always Ee =
27.6 GeV. The integrated luminosity in the tau hannel is slightly lower than for
the eletron and muon hannels due to a striter vertex requirement.
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transverse energy ET > 2 GeV together with traks for orret timing. Subtrigger 67 triggers
on energeti trigger ells with a lower threshold of 6 GeV in the LAr alorimeter. None of
these subtriggers are presaled. Subtrigger 18 is used as muon trigger. Its eieny was
shown to be about 80% in the entral region. This trigger is expeted to slightly inrease the
detetion eieny of the muon signal by about 5%. To ensure uniform trigger onditions for
all hannels, all seletions are made in the phase spae P aloT > 12 GeV. The missing energy
trigger eieny is determined as a funtion of (PmissT , γh) from pseudo-CC events for every
data period and applied as a weight to simulated events. At PmissT ≈ 12 GeV the CC trigger
eieny is about 50%, rising to 100% for PmissT > 25 GeV.
4.4. Timing
The time of the ep interation is required to be in a ertain time window around the nominal
bunh rossing time T nom0 , provided by the HERA lok. Interation time measurements
based on traks in the CJC and energy depositions in the LAr alorimeter are available. The
TCJC0 is measured using the time of hits on the wires in the CJC. At least one seleted trak
in the event is required for the TCJCo to be reliable. Else, no T
CJC
o requirement is applied.
The aepted timing window depends on the data period and is ± 30 tiks wide in HERA-2,
where 500 tiks (≡ 96 ns) orrespond to 1 bunh rossing. The peak of the TCJC0 is entred
on 458 tiks (in HERA-2) after T nom0 due to a delay from the harge drift time on the wires.
In a brief period of the early 2003-04 data sample (up to run 368000) the window had to be
widened to ±55 tiks around 430 tiks due to a seond peak arising from tehnial problems
in the readout eletronis. Apart from this feature the time dependene of TCJC0 has been
heked to be negligible in HERA-2. Events in the TCJC0 window one or two bunh rossings
earlier/later than the nominal bunh rossing are also aepted.
The TLAr0 is determined using the time of energy deposits in the LAr alorimeter. This time
is estimated from LAr alorimeter trigger information. In HERA-1, TLAr0 is determined based
on the energy-weighted mean time of depositions [48℄. A new method based on nding a peak
in the same information was developed for the HERA-2 period in the framework of this thesis
[49℄. For all periods, the requirement to keep an event is TLAr0 < 0.7 bunh rossings.
4.5. Vertex
All analyses in this thesis require a vertex reonstruted using traks measured in the CJC only.
This requirement implies that there is at least one entral vertex-tted trak in an event. For
the tau hannel the z-position vtxz of the vertex is required to be within 35 m of the nominal
interation point. This orresponds to a width of about 3σ of the vtxz distribution. For the
eletron and muon hannels, this requirement is relaxed to the range −40 < vtxz < 100 m in
order to keep events where a nulear interation takes plae in the detetor material and the
reonstruted vertex is misplaed from the real vertex. For suh events, eletrons or muons
an still be reliably reonstruted. These dierent vertex ranges explain the higher integrated
luminosity for the eletron and muon hannels with respet to the tau hannel listed in table
4.1.
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Figure 4.2.: Fration of bakground nder bits ring for 2005 e−p data (blak), EPVEC (red)
and ANOTOP (blue) when run through the omplete eletron (a) and muon (b)
hannel analysis. The bakground nders are arranged in three sets of bit-oded
ags starting at bin 0, 30 and 60. The nder bits, whih were later masked out
for the full analysis beause they are too ineient on the signal are shown as
hathed olumns.
4.6. Non-ep Bakground Suppression
A set of topologial bakground nders has been developed in H1 to detet signatures in the
detetor that do not ome from ep ollisions [50℄. They are based on the detetion of topologies
typial for muons from the interations of protons in the beam halo with material in front of the
detetor, and for muons from osmi bakground radiation. The rates observed for individual
bakground nders in the data and the EPVEC and ANOTOP signal Monte Carlo generators
were heked for eah hannel by running the omplete analysis with transparent bakground
nders. Figure 4.2 illustrates this method for the eletron and muon hannels. A set of
bakground nders that represents a good ompromise between suppression of bakground and
high aeptane of signal topologies is dened for eah hannel. Only bakground nders are
used that do no yet rejet more than 1% of either signal MC generator, unless the bakground
observed in the data is overwhelming and must be suppressed.
The bakground onditions at HERA-2 have proven to be more diult than at HERA-1. One
of the main reasons is inreased synhrotron radiation in the bakward region of the detetor
beause of the more ramped geometry after installation of the new fousing magnets. The
measures desribed so far where not suient to suppress non-ep-bakground, mainly from
beam-gas interations. Additional uts to suppress this bakground have been developed for
the inlusive measurement of the CC ross setion at HERA-2 [51℄. Beause the analyses
desribed here are based on a similar phase spae, these onditions an be largely adopted:
• If there is hadroni ativity in the entral region of the alorimeter, at least one good
quality trak is required in the event to ensure that the energy deposit omes from
harged partiles originating in the event vertex. Events are rejeted if there are no
good quality traks in the event, but γh > 40
◦
or θLAr > 20
◦
, where θLAr is the inlusive
polar angle of ativity in the LAr alorimeter alulated from lusters. This ut removes
mostly events with osmi muons.
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• The number of non-vertex-tted traks NDTNV should not exeed the number of vertex-
tted traks NDTRA in the event by more than a fator of 20 to ensure that most
traks atually ome from the vertex. This ut removes mostly events with beam-gas
interations.
• To rejet events with badly measured muons, PmissT and P aloT are required to be rea-
sonably omparable. Events are rejeted, if PmissT /P
alo
T > 5.
• At least one harged partile is required in all events. For this, at least one vertex-tted
trak in the event is required to be linked to a luster. The minimal distane between
any trak and any luster dct in the event is alulated. Events are rejeted if dct > 0.5
in the ηϕ-plane. For polar angles θ < 20◦ the traking eieny is lower. If θcluster < 20
◦
the required trak-luster math is only dct < 1.0 in the ηϕ-plane.
4.7. Quality of the HERA-2 Data Samples
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show data quality ontrol distributions for the 2003-06 e+p and 2004-06 e−p
data, respetively, preseleted in the P aloT > 12 GeV phase spae passing the requirements
desribed in this hapter. The z
vertex
distributions (a) show no baseline oset in the tails,
indiating the absene of large amounts of non-ep-bakground. The hadroni nal state φ
distribution (b) is at within the errors. The eightfold pattern that is visible an be explained
by non-instrumented raks between the LAr alorimeter otants. Eletroni noise in the LAr
alorimeter readout would show up as a prominent peak in this distribution. The ontribution
of events from NC, CC and photoprodution proesses in this sample is of the same order of
magnitude. The typial eieny of this preseletion for EPVEC events is 70%, and for
ANOTOP events 90%.
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Preseleted Data at P aloT > 12 GeV (2003-06, e
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Figure 4.3.: Data quality ontrol distributions in the preseleted data at P aloT > 12 GeV for
the 2003-06 e+p data. The data are shown as points. The SM total predition
(SM) ontains ontributions from neutral urrents in DIS (NC), photoprodution
(PY) and harged urrents in DIS (CC) of the same order of magnitude. Lepton
pair prodution (LP) and the signal W prodution (W) ontribute little at this
level. a) The z
vertex
shows no exess in the tails. b) The hadroni nal state φ
distribution is at within the errors where measured.
Preseleted Data at P aloT > 12 GeV (2004-06 e
−p)
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Figure 4.4.: Data quality ontrol distributions in the preseleted data at P aloT > 12 GeV for
the 2004-06 e−p data.
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5. Analysis of Isolated Eletrons and
Muons
5.1. Seletion
5.1.1. Common Phase Spae
The seletion in the eletron and muon hannel is based on the data samples preseleted with
the requirements of hapter 4. Eletron and muon events are then seleted in following phase
spae:
• P aloT > 12 GeV is required to ensure uniform missing transverse momentum trigger
onditions.
• PmissT > 12 GeV ensures missing transverse momentum using the fully reonstruted
and alibrated nal state. In the muon hannel additionally PXT > 12 GeV is required.
• P lT > 10 GeV. For leptons from a W deay a high transverse momentum is expeted due
to the high mass of the W boson. Generally, leptons with lower transverse momentum
are unlikely to ome diretly from the hard proess.
• 5◦ < θl < 140◦ in order to ensure ontainment within the LAr alorimeter aeptane.
Larger polar angles orrespond to the kinemati region Q2 / 100 GeV where the NC
ross setion is large and the sattered eletron is expeted in that region. Muons in the
bakward diretion are hard to detet beause leakage of hadrons through the SpaCal
into the instrumented iron is high, imitating a muon signature.
For the nal data seletion, good isolation and quality of the lepton andidates are required
to optimise the signal seletion and suppress bakground from SM proesses as far as possible.
All seletion riteria are summarised in Tab. 5.1 and disussed in the following. The riteria
are the same as for the HERA-1 analysis [4℄. To verify that the SM bakgrounds are well
estimated, ontrol samples are seleted whih enrih the largest bakground ontributions in
the individual hannels. These bakground studies are desribed in setion 5.3.
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Observable Eletron Channel Muon Channel
Phase Spae
θl 5
◦ < θl < 140
◦
P
l
T > 10 GeV
P
calo
T > 12 GeV
P
miss
T >12 GeV
P
X
T - > 12 GeV
Isolation
Djet > 1.0
Dtrack > 0.5
Anti-NC
ζ2l > 5000 GeV
2
for P
alo
T < 25 GeV -
Vap/Vp < 0.5 < 0.5
(<0.15 for P eT < 25 GeV) (<0.15 for P
alo
T < 25 GeV)
∆φ(l,X) < 160◦ < 170◦
δmiss > 5 GeV -
Table 5.1.: Summary of seletion requirements for the eletron and muon hannels. All details
of the seletion are desribed in the text.
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5.1.2. Eletron Channel
Events in the ommon phase spae with one or two eletron andidates are used in the eletron
hannel. More than two are not allowed, in order to suppress multi-eletron topologies. No
muon andidates are allowed in the event to be exlusive against the muon hannel. To
suppress misidentiation of neutral partiles as eletron, a reliable trak has to be assoiated
with the eletron:
• P trakT > 1 GeV. The transverse momentum of the best assoiated trak has to be above
1 GeV. This is not required if the expeted transverse length of the trak through the
CJC is ltrak < 10 m. In this ase the trak momentum may not be reliably measured.
• If the best assoiated trak is a vertex-tted trak, the trak-luster distane of losest
approah has to be dcaDTRA < 12 m.
• If the best assoiated trak is a non-vertex-tted trak, the trak-luster dca has to be
dcaDTNV < 12 m and there has to be a vertex-tted trak within dcaDTRA < 90 m.
This requirement inreases aeptane of events where the vertex-tted trak hypothesis
is pulled away from the original non-vertex-tted trak by a t through a displaed
vertex.
• If the assoiated trak is a entral or ombined trak, the trak start radius must be
Rstart < 30 m. For traks starting later it is probable that they ome from photoon-
version.
• The eletron luster must be away from raks in the alorimeter aeptane to make
sure the shower is fully ontained in the duial alorimeter volume and the energy
measurement is not distorted by dead material. In the barrel region (z < 292 m), the
eletron azimuthal angle ϕe has to be at least 2
◦
from raks between the alorimeter
otants. The z-position of the luster baryentre has to be at least 5 m from the rak
between CB2 and CB3 wheels at z = 24 m that is impated at steep angles.
To suppress CC events the following isolation requirements are applied to the eletron andi-
date:
• In the region θe > 45◦ the number of good quality traks mathed to the eletron must
be exatly one. Traks math if the trak-luster distane of losest approah is less
than 12 m. The distane to other vertex-tted traks must be at least DDTRA > 0.5 in
the ηϕ-plane. For eletrons with a lower polar angle trak isolation annot be reliably
determined and is not required.
• Djet > 1.0. The distane of the eletron to the nearest jet must be Djet > 1.0 in the
ηϕ-plane. Djet is alulated as the minimal distane between the eletron four-vetor
and the four-vetor of any jet meeting the requirements dened in 3.6.2. If there are
no seleted jets in the event, Djet is dened with respet to the total hadroni nal
state four-vetor. If the total hadroni transverse momentum is below 1 GeV, the ut is
not applied. This ut rejets eletrons whih are parts of jets or misidentied radiated
photons and mainly redues bakground from CC proesses.
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Eletron H1 Data SM Expetation SM Signal Other SM
Channel Proesses
2003-06 e+p All PXT 11 11.60 ±1.47 7.91 ±1.20 3.68 ±0.27
113.7 pb
−1 PXT > 25 GeV 5 1.98 ±0.29 1.47 ±0.23 0.51 ±0.07
2004-06 e−p All PXT 11 18.09 ±2.29 12.00 ±1.82 6.09 ±0.47
172.5 pb
−1 PXT > 25 GeV 1 4.02 ±0.61 2.24 ±0.34 1.79 ±0.27
Table 5.2.: Observed and predited number of events in the eletron hannel for the 2003-
06 e+p and 2004-06 e−p data. The error ontains systemati and statistial uner-
tainties added in quadrature.
The NC ontribution is suppressed by the following uts:
• Vap/Vp < 0.5. If P eT < 25 GeV it is required that Vap/Vp < 0.15. NC events are expeted
at higher Vap/Vp beause of their balaned topology.
• ζ2e > 5000 GeV2 is required for events with P eT < 25 GeV where the NC ontribution is
largest.
• ∆ϕ(e,X) < 160◦ suppresses NC topologies where the eletron and the jet are bak-to-
bak.
• δmiss > 5 GeV. For NC events, δmiss is expeted to be ompatible with zero within the
resolution. This ondition is not required if there are two eletrons in the event, or if
the isolated eletron has the opposite eletron beam harge. For NC events, only the
sattered eletron is expeted in the detetor, and it has the same harge as the eletron
beam.
Figure 5.1 shows the distributions of the nal seletion in the eletron hannel for the HERA-
2 data. Table 5.2 lists the observed and predited numbers of events in the nal seletion.
In the 2003-06 e+p sample 11 events are seleted with 11.6 ± 1.5 expeted from the SM. At
PXT > 25 GeV 5 events are observed for only 2± 0.3 predited. Four of the events at high PXT
are seleted in the 2003-04 e+p data. In the 2006 e+p data one eletron event at high PXT has
been seen so far. In the 2004-06 e−p sample 11 events are seleted, with 18.1 ± 2.3 expeted
from the SM. At PXT > 25 GeV one event is observed while 4± 0.6 are predited. In the e−p
data there is a deit of events at high PXT in omparison to the e
+p data, espeially the e+p
data before 2004. The kinematis of all events seleted in the eletron and muon hannels are
shown in Tab. 5.4. Event displays of two of the eletron events seleted in HERA-2 e+p data
are shown in Fig. 5.7.
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tron Channel (2004-06, e−p)
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Figure 5.1.: The nal data seletion in the eletron hannel for the 2003-06 e+p and 2004-
06 e−p samples ompared to the SM expetation. The total error (systemati
and statistial unertainties ombined in quadrature) on the SM expetation is
given by the green shaded band. The statistial error is given by the yellow band.
Data is the number of events observed in the data, SM the sum of the SM
ontributions listed below and displayed separately in eah of the plots. The signal
omponent (W) is given by the red hathed histogram.
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Muon H1 Data SM Expetation SM Signal Other SM
Channel Proesses
2003-06 e+p All PXT 3 3.13 ±0.43 2.69 ±0.41 0.44 ±0.02
113.7 pb
−1 PXT > 25 GeV 1 1.76 ±0.24 1.51 ±0.23 0.25 ±0.01
2004-06 e−p All PXT 3 5.40 ±0.70 4.09 ±0.62 1.31 ±0.08
172.5 pb
−1 PXT > 25 GeV 1 3.16 ±0.42 2.29 ±0.35 0.86 ±0.07
Table 5.3.: Observed and predited number of events in the muon hannel for the 2003-06 e+p
and 2004-06 e−p data. The error ontains systemati and statistial unertainties
added in quadrature.
5.1.3. Muon Channel
Events in the ommon phase spae with a muon andidate are used in the muon hannel.
Only one muon is allowed in the event to suppress muon pair prodution. SM bakground
proesses are suppressed by the following uts:
• Djet > 1.0 in the ηϕ-plane isolates the muon additionally from jets.
• Vap/Vp < 0.5. If P aloT < 25 GeV it is required that Vap/Vp < 0.15. This rejets
remaining NC events.
• ∆ϕ(µ,X) < 170◦ ensures aoplanarity, suppressing remaining lepton pair prodution
and NC events.
Figure 5.2 shows the distributions of events seleted in the muon hannel. Table 5.3 lists the
observed and predited numbers of events in the nal seletion. In the 2003-06 e+p sample 3
events are seleted with 3 ± 0.4 expeted from the SM. In the 2004-06 e−p sample 3 events
are seleted, with 5± 0.7 predited. In eah of the samples one event with high PXT > 25 GeV
is seleted. Figure 5.5 shows that this rate of events at high PXT is low ompared to the six
events observed in the HERA-1 data. Figure 5.8 shows two of the muon events seleted in
HERA-2. The kinematis of all events seleted in HERA-2 in the eletron and muon hannels
are shown in Tab. 5.4.
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Figure 5.2.: The nal data seletion in the muon hannel for the 2003-06 e+p and 2004-06 e−p
samples ompared to the SM expetation. The total error (systemati and statis-
tial unertainties ombined in quadrature) on the SM expetation is given by the
green shaded band. The statistial error is given by the yellow band. Data is the
number of events observed in the data, SM the sum of individual ontributions
listed below and displayed separately for eah of the plots. The signal omponent
(W) is given by the red hathed histogram.
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Run Event Lepton P l
T
/ GeV θl /
◦ ϕl /
◦ PX
T
/ GeV Pmiss
T
/ GeV γh /
◦
03-04 e+p
364631 64013 e 45.9+1.9
−1.9
80.5+0.25
−0.25
−41.2+0.30
−0.30
< 2 45.9+1.9
−1.9
< 5
369241 6588 e 27.0
+1.0
−1.0
20.2
+0.22
−0.22
124.5
+0.46
−0.46
42.5
+5.7
−5.7
55.4
+5.0
−5.0
46.5
+0.0
−0.0
377311 80405 e 41.6+1.5
−1.5
29.3+0.22
−0.22
−94.6+0.46
−0.46
< 2 41.6+1.5
−1.5
< 5
378826 30420 e 39.3+1.5
−1.5
30.6+0.25
−0.25
69.9+0.30
−0.30
3.7+1.3
−1.3
38.0+1.5
−1.5
< 5
385422 76666 e 28.1
+1.3
−1.3
96.4
+0.25
−0.25
−59.6
+0.30
−0.30
27.4
+3.5
−3.5
40.7
+2.7
−2.7
< 5
386075 93702 e 39.2+1.7
−1.7
72.6+0.25
−0.25
113.6+0.30
−0.30
< 2 36.9+1.7
−1.7
< 5
389826 2783 e 61.2
+2.2
−2.2
45.6
+0.25
−0.25
41.6
+0.30
−0.30
46.3
+4.8
−4.8
28.7
+2.0
−2.0
51.0
+4.5
−4.5
391884 49715 e 35.4
+1.3
−1.3
22.6
+0.22
−0.22
159.6
+0.46
−0.46
29.5
+2.6
−2.6
18.0
+0.8
−0.8
69.2
+7.6
−7.6
378091 20961 µ 12.5
+28.5
−5.4
14.7
+0.20
−0.20
50.0
+0.13
−0.13
26.3
+2.4
−2.4
15.6
+26.9
−4.4
10.8
+0.0
−0.0
04-06 e−p
404346 164 e 42.0
+1.6
−1.6
42.0
+0.25
−0.25
102.1
+0.30
−0.30
31.2
+2.5
−2.5
43.6
+1.6
−1.6
86.1
+7.6
−7.6
404738 62148 e 20.7+1.1
−1.1
98.5+0.25
−0.25
−7.5+0.30
−0.30
23.7+1.6
−1.6
44.4+2.0
−2.0
4.4+0.0
−0.0
406539 88131 e 39.8
+1.3
−1.3
11.4
+0.22
−0.22
49.7
+0.59
−0.59
25.8
+5.0
−5.0
51.7
+3.5
−3.5
4.4
+0.0
−0.0
407425 56163 e 38.8+1.6
−1.6
51.3+0.25
−0.25
8.8+0.30
−0.30
7.5+2.7
−2.7
38.5+1.6
−1.6
89.6+2.4
−2.4
409714 171564 e 37.0+1.4
−1.4
25.6+0.22
−0.22
100.2+0.46
−0.46
< 2 37.0+1.4
−1.4
< 5
423369 104898 e 41.5+1.5
−1.5
25.4+0.22
−0.22
−140.6+0.46
−0.46
20.0+2.1
−2.1
31.8+1.4
−1.4
20.1+2.0
−2.0
423713 6544 e 34.2+1.3
−1.3
28.7+0.22
−0.22
23.8+0.46
−0.46
12.9+2.0
−2.0
31.8+1.2
−1.2
24.1+2.1
−2.1
431900 126061 e 32.2+1.1
−1.1
16.4+0.22
−0.22
168.2+0.59
−0.59
22.8+2.0
−2.0
33.1+1.2
−1.2
24.1+2.1
−2.1
450554 13348 e 14.7+0.5
−0.5
11.7+0.22
−0.22
173.6+0.59
−0.59
15.2+1.9
−1.9
21.4+1.0
−1.0
12.2+0.0
−0.0
455992 98112 e 26.4+1.3
−1.3
108.5+0.25
−0.25
127.1+0.30
−0.30
23.5+4.3
−4.3
36.5+3.1
−3.1
12.2+0.0
−0.0
464766 49134 e 21.7+0.7
−0.7
8.9+0.22
−0.22
69.0+0.59
−0.59
< 2 21.7+0.7
−0.7
< 5
433118 137816 µ 28.9+15.5
−7.7
40.5+0.39
−0.39
−73.5+0.06
−0.06
24.5+2.9
−2.9
20.3+8.5
−4.1
19.3+0.0
−0.0
450757 67135 µ 10.8
+9.4
−3.8
20.6
+0.26
−0.26
178.7
+0.09
−0.09
29.0
+5.1
−5.1
29.5
+6.0
−4.8
19.3
+0.0
−0.0
465670 83634 µ 37.5
+1.4
−1.3
40.6
+0.39
−0.39
113.7
+0.06
−0.06
26.7
+3.1
−3.1
53.1
+2.7
−2.6
26.5
+1.7
−1.7
06 e+p
476034 70877 e 30.3+1.2
−1.2
25.3+0.22
−0.22
11.0+0.46
−0.46
< 2 30.3+1.2
−1.2
< 5
476159 34307 e 43.0
+1.5
−1.5
15.8
+0.22
−0.22
47.6
+0.59
−0.59
26.3
+2.5
−2.5
38.3
+1.2
−1.2
11.5
+0.0
−0.0
483143 38308 e 23.6+0.8
−0.8
12.8+0.22
−0.22
−175.7+0.59
−0.59
< 2 23.6+0.8
−0.8
< 5
488878 6626 e 42.3+1.4
−1.4
15.0+0.22
−0.22
−49.5+0.59
−0.59
6.0+2.4
−2.4
38.5+2.0
−2.0
< 5
473929 107593 µ 51.0
+8.9
−6.6
31.4
+0.39
−0.39
−116.9
+0.06
−0.06
48.5
+5.4
−5.4
41.1
+4.7
−3.7
< 5
477321 57947 µ 40.9+30.2
−13.1
24.6+0.26
−0.26
−85.9+0.09
−0.09
15.6+3.4
−3.4
29.8+25.8
−11.8
75.2+6.6
−6.6
Table 5.4.: Kinematial properties of the seleted events in the eletron and muon hannels
for the HERA-2 period. Events with PXT > 25 GeV are highlighted in bold font.
The errors are alulated by propagating the experimental resolutions to the re-
onstruted variables.
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5.2. Combined Results
Figure 5.3 shows the PXT distributions of the events in the eletron, muon and eletron+muon
ombined hannels for the total available e+p, e−p and ombined e±p data. Table 5.5 shows
the numerial values for the same results over the whole PXT range and for P
X
T > 25 GeV. The
signal and bakground expetation is indiated for every bin. The errors given are statistial
and systemati unertainties added in quadrature.
The overall agreement of the data with the SM expetation is very good, with 53 observed
events and 53 ± 6 expeted from the SM. About 70% of the data are attributed to W pro-
dution. Figure 5.4 further demonstrates that the seleted events are ompatible with W
prodution. It shows the polar angle of the lepton θl is typially low (a), the aoplanarity
∆φ(l,X) distribution is mostly at (b) and the transverse lepton-neutrino mass
MT =
√
(PmissT + P
l
T )
2 − ( ~PmissT + ~P lT )2
shows a Jaobian peak at MT ≈ mW typial for W -deays ().
In the region PXT > 25 GeV the ontribution from W prodution is predited to be low. In
this region a lear exess of the seleted data over the SM expetation is seen in the e+p data.
Here, 9 events are observed in the eletron hannel where 3.7 ± 0.5 are expeted from the
SM. In the muon hannel, 6 are observed where only 3.2± 0.4 are expeted. A similar exess
is not observed in the e−p data, where only one event is seen in the eletron hannel, while
4.3± 0.6 are expeted. Similarly in the muon hannel only one event is observed and 3.3± 0.4
are expeted. The signiane of the exess at PXT > 25 GeV for all HERA data is only 0.5σ.
The observation of an exess of events at high PXT in e
+p was already made in the HERA-1
data. Figure 5.5 shows the rate of events at high PXT for all H1 data. The high rate in e
+p
data up to 2004 is learly visible, while the statistis in 2006 e+p data are still too low to
make a denitive statement on the rate there. Figure 5.6 shows the projeted development of
the signiane of the exess in the e+p data over the ourse of 2006 e+p data taking. The
signiane of the exess is alulated by assuming that the events are Poisson-distributed
utuations of the SM bakground. At the swith to e+p running in 2006, the signiane was
3.4 σ from the ombined HERA-1 and 2003-04 e+p data. The arrival of two events at high
PXT brought the signiane to a maximum of 3.7 σ in early September 2006, but sine then
no new event at high PXT has been observed. If the average rate of isolated leptons at high
PXT stays at the level observed by H1 so far, the exess an be at the 3.2σ level at the end of
data taking. If the rate ontinues at the level expeted by the SM, the exess will derease to
2.2σ until the end of data taking.
Figure 5.7 shows two events seleted in the HERA-2 e+p data, a andidate for elasti W
prodution (a) and an event with a prominent hadroni jet, ontributing to the exess at high
PXT (b). Figure 5.8 shows three muon events, one seleted in HERA-1 data with high P
X
T (a),
one seleted in HERA-2 e−p data lose to the threshold of PXT > 25 GeV (b) and one event
seleted in the 2006 e+p data with high PXT (). These event displays demonstrate that the
H1 detetor at HERA measures spetaular topologies in HERA-1 and HERA-2.
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Figure 5.3.: Results in the eletron, muon and ombined eletron+muon hannels (arranged
in rows) for all e+p, all e−p and all HERA e±p data (arranged in olumns). The
seleted data (points) are ompared to the SM expetation (open histogram).
The statistial and systemati unertainties added in quadrature are shown as the
green band (ontaining the statistial error as yellow band). The signal omponent
is shown as red hathed histogram. An exess at PXT > 25 GeV is seen in the e
+p
data.
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1994-2006 e+p H1 Data SM Expetation SM Signal Other SM
220.2 pb
−1
Proesses
Eletron All PXT 26 22.41 ±2.73 15.35 ±2.33 7.06 ±0.40
PXT > 25 GeV 9 3.69 ±0.51 2.78 ±0.42 0.91 ±0.09
Muon All PXT 11 5.76 ±0.78 4.97 ±0.75 0.79 ±0.03
PXT > 25 GeV 6 3.17 ±0.44 2.77 ±0.42 0.39 ±0.02
Combined All PXT 37 28.18 ±3.44 20.32 ±3.08 7.85 ±0.37
PXT > 25 GeV 15 6.85 ±0.91 5.55 ±0.84 1.30 ±0.07
1998-2006 e−p H1 Data SM Expetation SM Signal Other SM
186.334 pb
−1
Proesses
Eletron All PXT 13 19.79 ±2.48 13.04 ±1.98 6.75 ±0.51
PXT > 25 GeV 1 4.31 ±0.64 2.42 ±0.37 1.89 ±0.27
Muon All PXT 3 5.76 ±0.75 4.41 ±0.67 1.35 ±0.08
PXT > 25 GeV 1 3.36 ±0.44 2.47 ±0.38 0.89 ±0.06
Combined All PXT 16 25.55 ±3.19 17.44 ±2.64 8.11 ±0.55
PXT > 25 GeV 2 7.67 ±1.02 4.90 ±0.74 2.78 ±0.28
1994-2006 e±p H1 Data SM Expetation SM Signal Other SM
406.635 pb
−1
Proesses
Eletron All PXT 39 42.20 ±5.12 28.39 ±4.30 13.82 ±0.83
PXT > 25 GeV 10 8.00 ±1.09 5.21 ±0.79 2.79 ±0.30
Muon All PXT 14 11.52 ±1.51 9.38 ±1.42 2.14 ±0.08
PXT > 25 GeV 7 6.53 ±0.85 5.25 ±0.80 1.28 ±0.06
Combined All PXT 53 53.73 ±6.54 37.77 ±5.72 15.96 ±0.83
PXT > 25 GeV 17 14.53 ±1.87 10.45 ±1.58 4.07 ±0.28
Table 5.5.: Results in the eletron, muon and ombined eletron+muon hannels for all e+p,
all e−p and all HERA data. An exess at PXT > 25 GeV is seen in the e
+p data.
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Figure 5.4.: The nal data seletion in the ombined eletron and muon hannels for the
omplete 1994-2006 e±p HERA data ompared to the SM expetation (open his-
togram). The signal omponent (red hathed histogram) dominates the SM ex-
petation and follows the distributions of the data events: a) The polar angle of
the lepton θl is typially low. b) The aoplanarity ∆φ(l,X) distribution is mostly
at (the zero bin ontains the events with low hadroni transverse momentum
where aoplanarity is not dened). ) The transverse lepton-neutrino mass MT
shows a Jaobian peak at MT ≈ mW typial for W -deays.
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Figure 5.5.: Distribution of the PXT values of isolated lepton events in all HERA data.
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Projected Development of H1 Excess Significance
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Figure 5.6.: Previous and projeted development of H1 isolated leptons exess signiane
in e+p during 2006-07 e+p data taking. At the swith to e+p in July 2006 the
signiane was 3.4σ from 1994-2004 e+p data. Today marks 13 Deember 2006,
where the exess in e+p was 2.7σ. If the average rate of events at PXT > 25 GeV
is upheld, the exess an be 3.2σ by the end of data taking (red line). If events at
PXT > 25 GeV are only oming in at the rate expeted from the SM, the exess
will be of 2.2σ signiane at the end of HERA (blue line).
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a) e+ PmissT in HERA-2 e
+p data: P eT = 47 GeV, P
miss
T = 47 GeV
b) e+ PmissT in HERA-1 e
+p data: P eT = 37 GeV, P
miss
T = 44 GeV, P
X
T = 29 GeV
Figure 5.7.: Events with isolated eletrons and missing transverse momentum at high PXT
observed in HERA-2 e+p data. a) A andidate for elasti W prodution. b) An
event with a prominent hadroni jet.
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a) µ+ PmissT in HERA-1 e
+p data: PµT = 28 GeV, P
miss
T = 43 GeV, P
X
T = 67 GeV
b) µ+ PmissT in HERA-2 e
−p data: PµT = 38 GeV, P
miss
T = 51 GeV, P
X
T = 24.7 GeV
Z
R X
Y
) µ+ PmissT in HERA-2 e
+p data: PµT = 51 GeV, P
miss
T = 39 GeV, P
X
T = 48 GeV
Figure 5.8.: Events with isolated muons and missing transverse momentum at high PXT ob-
served in HERA-1 and HERA-2 data.
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5.3. Bakground Studies
To verify that the bakground ontributions are well under ontrol speial seletions are made
where large bakground soures are enrihed so that the data an be ompared with high
statistis to the orresponding bakground predition. For the eletron hannel, NC and
CC enrihed samples are used. For the muon hannel lepton pair prodution (LP) and CC
enrihed samples are seleted. The seletion riteria for the ontrol samples are summarised
in Tab. 5.6. Also shown is the number of events seleted in the 2004-06 e−p data ompared
to the SM expetation. The perentage of the dominating bakground is given in parentheses
and demonstrates for all ontrol samples that they are indeed dominated by the seleted
bakground. The large errors in muon hannel ontrol samples are due to statistial limitations
of the Monte Carlo samples.
Beause the expeted bakgrounds and experimental onditions are dierent for the e+p and
e−p data samples, all ontrol distributions are shown for the 2003-06 e+p and 2004-06 e−p
data samples separately, to demonstrate that any observed dierene is not a systemati eet.
The denition of the ontrol samples also follows the HERA-1 denitions, expet for the muon
CC enrihed ontrol sample. The uts in this sample were relaxed to inrease its statistial
signiane. It should be noted that the nal seletion of eletron events is inluded in the
eletron NC enrihed ontrol samples, and the nal seletion of muon events is now inluded
in the muon CC enrihed ontrol sample. The ontrol samples are disussed in detail in the
following.
5.3.1. NC in the Eletron Channel
The NC enrihed sample is used to ontrol bakground where the eletron is real but missing
energy arises due to utuations in the energy measurement only. The seletion of the sample
is shown in Tab. 5.6. Figure 5.9 shows the data seleted in the NC enrihed samples for the
2003-06 e+p period and Fig. 5.10 for the 2004-06 e−p period. The P aloT (a), P
X
T (b) P
e
T ()
are well desribed to high values. The eletron polar angle θe (d) is desribed within the
errors also in the entral and forward diretion where the signal is expeted. The longitudinal
momentum balane (E − Pz) (e) is well desribed in the main peak at 55 GeV and at lower
values where longitudinal momentum in the event is not measured. This gives ondene, that
the NC bakground is well estimated in the eletron hannel. Figure 5.11 shows the event
yield for the enrihed NC seletion as funtion of the olleted integrated luminosity. The
yield is at within the statistial errors over the whole data period, giving ondene that no
time-dependent systemati eets are inuening the event yield in the eletron hannel.
5.3.2. CC in the Eletron Channel
The CC enrihed ontrol sample is used to test bakground where the missing transverse
momentum is real, but the eletron andidate is falsely identied. The seletion of the sample
is shown in Tab. 5.6. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the data seleted in the CC enrihed ontrol
samples for the 2003-06 e+p and 2004-06 e−p data periods, respetively. P aloT (a) and P
X
T (b)
are well desribed to high values. The transverse momentum P eT () and polar angle θe (d) of
the falsely identied eletron are well desribed within the errors where the signal is expeted.
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Control Samples
Common Phase Spae
P aloT > 12 GeV P
l
T > 10 GeV 5
◦ < θl < 140
◦
Eletron Channel NC Enrihed
e not in raks
e isolated from HFS
D
trak
> 0.5
D
jet
> 1.0
CC Enrihed
Vap/Vp < 0.15
ζ2e > 5000 GeV
2
∆ϕ(e,X) < 160◦
δmiss > 5 GeV
Data (04-06 e−p)
Total SM
4716
4080 ± 1204
(98% NC)
137
165 ± 44
(89% CC)
Muon Channel CC Enrihed
PmissT > 12 GeV
PXT > 12 GeV
Vap/Vp < 0.5 (< 0.15 if P
alo
T < 25 GeV)
P aloT > 25 GeV
(if ζ2e < 5000 GeV
2
)
LP Enrihed
Vap/Vp < 0.2
µ isolated from HFS
D
jet
> 1.0
Data (04-06 e−p)
Total SM
21
30 ± 8
(70% CC)
28
37 ± 8
(67% LP)
Table 5.6.: Seletion requirements for the eletron and muon hannel bakground ontrol sam-
ples. The number of seleted events ompared to the SM expetation is shown
exemplary for the 2004-06 e−p data. The dominant ontribution to the SM expe-
tation is indiated as perentage.
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Eletron Channel  NC Enrihed (2003-06, e+p)
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Figure 5.9.: Distributions of data seleted in the eletron hannel NC enrihed ontrol sample
for the 2003-06 e+p period ompared to the SM expetation.
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tron Channel  NC Enrihed (2004-06, e−p)
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Figure 5.10.: Distributions of data seleted in the eletron hannel NC enrihed ontrol sample
for the 2004-06 e−p period ompared to the SM expetation.
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Figure 5.11.: Event yields in the eletron hannel ontrol samples for the analysed HERA-
2 e±p data. Shown is the number of events seleted per 1 pb−1 for the NC
enrihed sample (green, saled by ×0.25) and the CC enrihed sample (red)
over the integrated luminosity. The yields are at within the statistial errors
(shown). The nal eletron sample is ontained in the enrihed NC sample.
The distane to jets Djet (e) peaks at low values, whih is more evidene that eletrons in
this sample are indeed misidentied hadrons. The exess of events at PXT < 10 GeV in the
e+p sample is due to remaining eletroni noise in the data whih is not inluded in the
simulation. These events are ep ollision events where a harged hadron from the vertex is
falsely identied as an eletron due to the same single hot ell overlaying nine of the events
at PXT < 10 GeV. The same events are visible around θe ≃ 100◦. None of these events enters
the nal sample. Overall the desription gives ondene that the CC ontribution to the
bakground in the eletron hannel is well estimated. The CC enrihed sample does not fully
inlude the nal sample beause the ut on Vap/Vp is slightly relaxed in the nal seletion to
maximise aeptane for events with large PXT .
5.3.3. CC in the Muon Channel
The CC enrihed sample is used to ontrol bakground from CC events where the muon
is either falsely identied or part of the jet. The seletion of the sample is shown in Tab.
5.6. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the data seleted in the CC enrihed ontrol sample for the
2003 − 06 e+p and 2004 − 06 e−p periods, respetively. For both periods the NC predition
in the sample suers from low statistis in the Monte Carlo sample, resulting in a statistial
error of 50% on that ontribution. This problem is most prominent at θµ < 10
◦
. Within these
errors, PµT (a) and θµ (b) are reasonably well desribed. The distane of muons to jets Djet
() and the Vap/Vp (d) both peak at low values as expeted for muons that are part of the
hadroni nal state in CC events.
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Figure 5.12.: Data seleted in the eletron hannel CC enrihed ontrol sample for the 2003-06
e+p period ompared to the SM expetation. The exess at low PXT is due to
eletroni noise (see text).
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tron Channel  CC Enrihed (2004-06, e−p)
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Figure 5.13.: Data seleted in the eletron hannel CC enrihed ontrol sample for the 2004-
06 e−p period ompared to the SM expetation.
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Muon Channel  CC Enrihed, 2003-06 e+p
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Figure 5.14.: Distribution of events seleted in the muon hannel CC enrihed ontrol sample
for the 2003 − 06 e+p data. The desription of forward muons has a large
statistial error (yellow band) from the NC ontribution.
Muon Channel  CC Enrihed, 2004-06 e−p
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Figure 5.15.: Distribution of events seleted in the muon hannel CC enrihed ontrol sample
for the 2004 − 06 e−p data.
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Muon Channel  Lepton Pair Enrihed, 2003-06 e+p
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Figure 5.16.: Distribution of events seleted in the muon hannel lepton pair prodution en-
rihed ontrol sample for the 2003-06 e+p data.
Muon Channel  Lepton Pair Enrihed, 2004-06 e−p
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Figure 5.17.: Distribution of events seleted in the muon hannel lepton pair prodution en-
rihed ontrol sample for the 2004-06 e−p data.
5.3.4. Lepton Pair Prodution in the Muon Channel
The lepton pair prodution enrihed sample is used to estimate bakground from lepton pair
prodution that enters the sample beause one of the leptons is not deteted, ausing apparent
missing transverse momentum. The seletion of the sample is shown in Tab. 5.6. Figures
5.16 and 5.17 show the data seleted in the lepton pair enrihed sample for the 2003-06 e+p
and 2004-06 e−p periods, respetively. The bakground predition is dominated by lepton
pair prodution. Again due to statistial limitations of the Monte Carlo the NC ontribution
seems large but has an error of 50%. PmissT is well desribed to high values (a). ∆ϕ(µ,X)
peaks at 180◦ as expeted for lepton pair prodution (b). The expetation agrees well with the
data within the high statistial errors, giving ondene that the pair prodution bakground
is well understood.
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Figure 5.18.: Comparison of the predited PXT distributions for HERA-1 e
+p data in the om-
bined eletron and muon hannels in the reanalysis (blak rosses) and the pub-
lished results (lled histogram). a) The SM signal expetation. b) The SM
bakground expetation. The errors shown on the reanalysis are total system-
ati and statistial errors ombined in quadrature.
5.4. Reanalysis of HERA-1 Data
Sine the publiation of the H1 paper on isolated leptons in HERA-1 [4℄ the H1 analysis
software has been ompletely rewritten. The new software takes into aount progress in
detetor understanding and unies alibrations and the lepton and nal state identiation
algorithms. Also the full desription of the HERA-2 experimental setup is only available in
the new software. Beause it is imperative for signature searhes suh as those presented in
this thesis to present additional data in a phase spae ompatible with the previous phase
spae, the HERA-1 data were fully reanalysed.
The reanalysed HERA-1 results where obtained by running the analysis identially to the
HERA-2 analysis desribed in this hapter with the only dierenes oming from hanges
in the experimental setup. For an overall omparison of the previous and new nal rates the
integrated tables for the eletron and muon event seletions from the paper and this reanalysis
are shown in Tab. 5.7. Compared to the paper, no events seleted previously are lost. Five
new eletron events enter the HERA-1 e+p sample, and one event enters the e−p sample, all at
low PXT . One muon event previously at P
X
T > 25 GeV is now reonstruted at P
X
T < 25 GeV.
In Fig. 5.18 the published distributions of PXT for the ombined eletron and muon hannels
are ompared to the reanalysis for the signal predition (a) and the bakground predition
(b). The signal predition is ompatible between the two analyses within the errors. From
Tab. 5.7 it is visible that the bakground predition for the muon hannel is ompatible within
the errors between the two analyses. The total bakground predition for the eletron hannel
inreases roughly by a fator of ∼ 1.3 ompared to the paper, whih explains the inrease in
event yield in this region for the reanalysis.
Table 5.8 shows the realulated kinematis of all eletron and muon events seleted in HERA-
1 data. The new events are emphasised. Errors on the kinematial values are alulated by
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Previously published event yields
1994-2000 e+p H1 Data SM expetation SM Signal Other SM
104.7 pb
−1
proesses
Eletron Total 10 9.85 ± 1.27 7.17 ± 1.17 2.68 ± 0.49
PXT > 25 GeV 4 1.48 ± 0.25 1.27 ± 0.24 0.22 ± 0.06
Muon Total 8 2.55 ± 0.44 2.23 ± 0.43 0.33 ± 0.08
PXT > 25 GeV 6 1.44 ± 0.25 1.29 ± 0.25 0.15 ± 0.04
Combined Total 18 12.40 ± 1.69 9.40 ± 1.60 3.00 ± 0.53
PXT > 25 GeV 10 2.92 ± 0.49 2.55 ± 0.49 0.37 ± 0.09
Reanalysis
1994-2000 e+p H1 Data SM Expetation SM Signal Other SM
106.5 pb
−1
Proesses
Eletron All PXT 15 10.82 ±1.33 7.44 ±1.13 3.38 ±0.20
PXT > 25 GeV 4 1.70 ±0.24 1.31 ±0.20 0.40 ±0.04
Muon All PXT 8 2.63 ±0.36 2.28 ±0.35 0.35 ±0.02
PXT > 25 GeV 5 1.41 ±0.20 1.26 ±0.19 0.15 ±0.01
Combined All PXT 23 13.45 ±1.65 9.72 ±1.47 3.73 ±0.18
PXT > 25 GeV 9 3.11 ±0.42 2.57 ±0.39 0.54 ±0.03
Table 5.7.: HERA-1 1994-2000 e+p results on isolated eletrons and muons from the paper [4℄
(upper table) and the reanalysis (lower table). The number of observed events
is ompared to the SM expetation. The statistial and systemati unertain-
ties added in quadrature are indiated. The total bakground predition for the
eletron hannel of 2.68 ± 0.49 in the publiation inreases to 3.38 ± 0.2 in the
reanalysis.
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propagating the experimental resolutions to the reonstruted variables. To ompare the
realulated kinematis easily with the previously published kinematis, Fig. 5.19 shows so-
alled parallel oordinate plots omparing the kinematis of HERA-1 andidates as published
in the HERA-1 paper to the realulated kinematis of the same events. Parallel oordinate
plots were developed to make trends in multi-dimensional data sets quikly visible [52℄. Here,
540 numerial values are visualised: mean and errors for ve variables of 18 events omparing
results from two analyses. The red line showing the PT > 25 GeV threshold demonstrates that
all events are reonstruted in the same PXT bin exept for one muon event
1
. Two muon events
have been reonstruted with very large errors in the previous analysis. It is suspeted, that
this omes from a hange in the trak reonstrution, leading to a dierent trak hypothesis.
One muon event has a larger error in the reanalysis. For two events at high PXT , the inlusive
hadroni angle γh points to a dierent region of the detetor. For two other events where this
is also the ase the PXT is very low whih is likely aused by stronger noise suppression in the
new software. The details of these dierenes remain to be investigated.
In summary, the previously published results and the results of this thesis agree well within
the errors. No isolated lepton event seleted in HERA-1 is lost. Five new eletron events enter
the HERA-1 e+p sample at low PXT were the new signal predition is also slightly higher. One
new eletron enters the e−p sample, also at low PXT . In summary, the previous analysis of
isolated leptons in HERA-1 and this reanalysis are fully omparable and reliable updates with
HERA-2 data an be made.
1
Run 270132 event 73115.
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Run Event Lepton P l
T
/ GeV θl /
◦ ϕl /
◦ PX
T
/ GeV Pmiss
T
/ GeV γh /
◦
94-97 e+p
87226 82972 e 14.2+0.5
−0.5
5.3+0.22
−0.22
−75.2+0.59
−0.59
< 2 14.2+0.5
−0.5
< 5
90264 313 e 39.0+1.4
−1.4
27.0+0.22
−0.22
157.7+0.46
−0.46
7.0+0.9
−0.9
32.7+1.6
−1.6
11.7+1.6
−1.6
123443 99268 e 24.8+1.2
−1.2
121.3+0.25
−0.25
−54.0+0.30
−0.30
< 2 25.8+1.2
−1.2
< 5
130611 35015 e 35.8+1.2
−1.2
15.5+0.22
−0.22
84.3+0.59
−0.59
2.6+0.5
−0.5
36.8+1.2
−1.2
< 5
186729 702 µ 76.2
+233.3
−33.8
30.0
+0.39
−0.39
−154.7
+0.06
−0.06
76.1
+5.4
−5.4
31.0
+226.1
−15.2
< 5
188108 5066 µ 41.7
+5.3
−4.2
35.1
+0.39
−0.39
162.5
+0.06
−0.06
29.7
+2.4
−2.4
44.8
+4.1
−3.3
< 5
192227 6208 µ 74.3
+13.8
−10.0
28.6
+0.26
−0.26
−1.7
+0.09
−0.09
66.0
+6.8
−6.8
21.1
+7.2
−5.4
< 5
195308 16793 µ 61.2
+20.0
−12.1
30.9
+0.39
−0.39
149.0
+0.06
−0.06
29.5
+2.9
−2.9
35.5
+17.1
−11.3
27.4
+2.6
−2.6
196406 38438 e 13.9+0.5
−0.5
7.2+0.22
−0.22
−89.1+0.59
−0.59
10.9+2.0
−2.0
20.4+1.6
−1.6
59.6+12.1
−12.1
201082 2759 e 22.2+0.8
−0.8
13.0+0.22
−0.22
90.8+0.59
−0.59
6.3+1.0
−1.0
41.8+1.3
−1.3
< 5
98-99 e−p
236176 3849 e 10.2+0.4
−0.4
12.0+0.22
−0.22
134.7+0.59
−0.59
20.9+3.0
−3.0
21.4+2.7
−2.7
27.4+2.6
−2.6
240951 4932 e 38.9+1.4
−1.4
24.6+0.22
−0.22
84.9+0.46
−0.46
1.3+0.2
−0.2
39.3+1.4
−1.4
47.5+13.7
−13.7
99-00 e+p
248207 32134 e 32.6
+1.3
−1.3
32.2
+0.25
−0.25
−31.3
+0.30
−0.30
42.9
+4.1
−4.1
44.3
+3.0
−3.0
47.5
+13.7
−13.7
251415 43944 µ 22.6+2.5
−2.0
18.8+0.20
−0.20
174.0+0.13
−0.13
16.0+3.6
−3.6
12.8+2.0
−1.7
57.4+0.0
−0.0
252020 30485 e 25.6
+1.2
−1.2
110.2
+0.25
−0.25
−94.5
+0.30
−0.30
40.0
+3.3
−3.3
38.3
+2.6
−2.6
20.0
+1.1
−1.1
253700 90241 µ 168.1+18.8
−15.4
17.0+0.20
−0.20
−106.1+0.13
−0.13
16.6+2.6
−2.6
175.7+18.8
−15.4
67.3+10.1
−10.1
264453 69912 e 19.1+0.7
−0.7
17.1+0.22
−0.22
−109.5+0.59
−0.59
< 2 19.1+0.7
−0.7
< 5
266336 4126 µ 19.8
+0.6
−0.6
67.3
+0.39
−0.39
102.0
+0.06
−0.06
50.4
+3.9
−3.9
67.2
+3.8
−3.8
20.0
+1.1
−1.1
268338 70014 e 32.2
+1.2
−1.2
29.7
+0.22
−0.22
−125.1
+0.46
−0.46
47.2
+3.4
−3.4
67.6
+3.2
−3.2
< 5
269672 66918 e 17.3+0.7
−0.7
18.7+0.22
−0.22
14.5+0.59
−0.59
3.7+0.7
−0.7
19.9+0.9
−0.9
< 5
270132 73115 µ 12.5+8.1
−3.7
18.4+0.20
−0.20
48.6+0.13
−0.13
21.9+4.5
−4.5
29.2+7.7
−4.9
68.0+0.0
−0.0
274357 6157 e 40.0+1.3
−1.3
14.9+0.22
−0.22
15.9+0.59
−0.59
3.4+0.6
−0.6
40.7+1.4
−1.4
5.3+0.1
−0.1
275991 29613 e 37.5
+1.5
−1.5
41.7
+0.25
−0.25
−53.5
+0.30
−0.30
27.9
+1.9
−1.9
40.6
+1.4
−1.4
5.2
+0.0
−0.0
276220 76295 e 52.1+2.0
−2.0
54.9+0.25
−0.25
18.3+0.30
−0.30
< 2 52.1+2.0
−2.0
< 5
277699 91265 e 28.2+1.0
−1.0
17.6+0.22
−0.22
−144.0+0.59
−0.59
2.9+1.5
−1.5
25.4+1.9
−1.9
< 5
Table 5.8.: Kinematial properties of the events seleted in HERA-1 data in the eletron and
muon hannels. New events with respet to the paper are emphasised. Events with
PXT > 25 GeV are highlighted in bold font. Kinematis for previously published
events are derived with the reanalysis and shown for omparison.
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Figure 5.19.: Comparative parallel oordinates plots for the previously published HERA-I an-
didates. The original kinematis are shown as green shaded band. The new
kinematis are shown as blak line with error bars. Arranged along the absissa
are PXT , P
miss
T , P
l
T , θland γh for eah event. The ordinate has units GeV for the
transverse momenta and degrees for the polar angles. The endpoints of the error
bands and error bars pass through the total error on the respetive kinemati
value. The red line shows the PT > 25 GeV threshold whih is shown to highlight
eventual migrations in this region.
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6. Analysis of Isolated Tau Leptons
6.1. Introdution
The observation of events with isolated eletrons and muons in events with missing transverse
momentum motivates the searh for events with tau leptons and missing transverse momen-
tum. In addition, some BSM senarios favour eets related to the third generation whih
lead to the idea that the observed eletron and muon events may ome from leptoni deays
of tau leptons whih would be produed with an anomalous rate due to new physis proesses.
It is therefore interesting to searh for unambigous signatures of isolated tau events and to
ompare with the ndings in the eletron and muon hannels.
Tau leptons deay before penetrating the ative region of the detetor. They are therefore
deteted via their deay produts. Table 6.1 realls the main deay modes of tau leptons.
Leptoni tau deays with a total branhing ratio of about 35% are identied by the nal state
eletron or muon. In this ase tau events annot be distinguished from eletron and muon
events. This topology is therefore inluded in the analysis presented in the previous hapter
and hadroni tau deays are used to unambigously tag tau events.
Tau leptons have been measured at HERA in elasti tau pair prodution [14℄. Using the
HERA-1 data sample, H1 has observed 30 τ+τ− andidate events with 27.1 ± 4.1 expeted
from the SM of whih 60% ome from the γγ → τ+τ− signal proess. The tau identiation
algorithm used in that analysis is adapted to low PT tau leptons. Other algorithms were used
in a higher PT regime, for instane in searhes for lepton avour violation [53℄ and for doubly
harged Higgs bosons H±± [54℄. The tau identiation algorithm used here fouses on 1-prong
hadroni tau deays (50% of the tau branhing ratio) and is similar to the one developed for
the previously published analysis of events with isolated tau leptons and missing transverse
momentum based on HERA-1 data [44, 47℄.
The seletion is performed searhing for narrow jets orresponding to hadroni 1-prong tau
deays in events with signiant missing transverse momentum. In this hapter this seletion
Mode Branhing Ratio
leptoni µν¯µντ 17%
eν¯eντ 18%
hadroni 1-prong 50%
3-prong 15%
Table 6.1.: Summary of tau lepton deay modes [16℄. This analysis overs hadroni 1-prong
tau deays.
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Tau Channel Seletion
Inlusive CC P aloT > 12 GeV
PhadT > 12 GeV
PmissT > 12 GeV
δmiss > 5 GeV
Vap/Vp < 0.5
(< 0.15 if PmissT < 25 GeV)
Narrow Jets P jetT > 7 GeV
20◦ < θjet < 120◦
Rjet < 0.12
N jettracks ≥ 1, max(P trackT ) > 5 GeV
Isolation Dem,µ,jet > 1.0
Aoplanarity ∆ϕ(τ,X) < 170◦ if PXT > 5 GeV
1-Prong Jets NDjet<1.0tracks = 1
Final Seletion NDtrack<0.3
DTNV
= 1
Table 6.2.: Summary of seletion requirements for the tau hannel. Tau jet andidates are
searhed in an inlusive CC sample. Narrow jets depend mainly on alorimetri
measurements. 1-Prong tau jets add strit traking requirements and depend on
good trak desription. The details of the seletion are desribed in the text.
is desribed together with ontrol analyses dened suh that the bakground desription and
the quality of the signal simulation are demonstrated.
6.2. CC Seletion
The seletion of events with signiant missing transverse momentum orresponds to the
seletion of inlusive CC events and is summarised in Tab. 6.2. The PmissT distribution for all
HERA-2 data is shown in Fig. 6.1. The data and the SM predition agree well for e+p and
e−p ollisions. More ontrol distributions an be found in Appendix A.2. Figure 6.2 shows
the CC event yield versus integrated luminosity for the analysed HERA-2 data period. The
expeted inrease in the CC ross setion for e−p data with respet to e+p data is visible. The
event yield is otherwise onstant in time and no systemati eet related to speial running
onditions is observed.
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Inlusive CC Sample (2003-06, e±p)
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Figure 6.1.: Missing transverse momentum in the CC inlusive seletion for all HERA-2 data.
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Figure 6.2.: Event yields in intermediate steps of the tau hannel seletion for the analysed
HERA-2 data. Shown is the number of events seleted per 1 pb
−1
in the inlusive
CC sample and events in the same sample with narrow jets (labelled N
traks
).
The inrease in the CC ross setion from e+p to e−p running is well visible. Apart
from this expeted feature the distributions are ompatible with a at yield over
the whole sample within the statistial errors (shown).
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6.3. Identiation of Tau Jets
Tau jet andidates are based on jets found in the hadroni nal state. The tau jet four-vetor
is attributed to the four-vetor of the tau lepton and subtrated from the hadroni nal state
to obtain the transverse momentum of the remaining hadroni system X:
~PXT = ~P
had
T − ~P τT .
The requirements for tau jet andidates are summarised in Tab. 6.2 and are disussed in the
following.
Narrow Jet Seletion
• P jetT > 7 GeV. The transverse momentum of the jet is required to be above 7 GeV to
redue the amount of QCD jets misidentied as tau jet andidates.
• 20◦ < θjet < 120◦. For polar angles θjet < 20◦ the trak multipliity annot be reliably
measured. At polar angles θjet > 120
◦
the sattered eletron from NC events is expeted
and sometimes falsely identied as jet.
• The jet radius has to be Rjet < 0.12. The jet radius is used as measure for the ollimation
of the jet and is alulated as
Rjet =
1
Ejet
∑
h
Eh
√
∆η(jet, h)2 +∆ϕ(jet,h)2
where Ejet is the jet energy and Eh is the energy of jet daughter hadroni nal state
partile h.
• NPT>5GeV
trak
> 0. There has to be at least one harged jet daughter hadroni nal state
partile with an assoiated entral trak that has a transverse momentum P trakT >
5 GeV. This ensures the typial prong signature of a sti trak. If there are several
suitable traks, the trak with the highest transverse momentum is dened as the tau
trak. Forward traks are also ounted to serve as isolation veto, but may not be the
tau trak (hene, a tau andidate is not aepted if it has only forward traks).
• De,µ,jet > 1.0 in the ηϕ-plane. The distane of the tau andidates to identied muons,
eletromagneti partiles and other jets in the event is ensured to avoid any overlap of
the nal states.
• Containment of the tau andidate in the LAr alorimeter duial volume is tested by
extrapolating the trak helix from the measured vertex to the alorimeter fae taking into
aount the trak harge and the otagonal LAr fae geometry. The azimuthal impat
angle of the tau trak is required to be at least 2◦ from raks between LAr alorimeter
otants. The impat z-position zimp of the tau trak on the LAr alorimeter fae is
required to be at least 2 m from the enter of raks between the LAr alorimeter barrels
at z = [−211.14,−151.43,−64.63, 110.12] m and outside the range 15 < zimp < 30 m
of the CB2-CB3 rak whih is impated at steep angles.
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Narrow Jets in CC (2003-06, e+p)
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Figure 6.3.: Distributions of the 2003-06 e+p data with narrow tau jet andidates in the in-
lusive CC sample.
Narrow Jets in CC (2004-06, e−p)
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Figure 6.4.: Distributions of the 2004-06 e−p data with narrow tau jet andidates in the in-
lusive CC sample.
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1-Prong Tau Jets (as in Paper) in CC (2003-06, e+p)
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Figure 6.5.: Distribution of 1-prong tau jets (as in the HERA-1 paper) seleted in the 2003-
06 e+p CC sample. a) No andidates are observed at PXT > 25 GeV. b) The
distribution of non-vertex-tted traks around the tau trak ND<0.3
DTNV
shows that
the signal is expeted for ND<0.3
DTNV
= 1.
1-Prong Tau Jets (as in Paper) in CC (2004-06, e−p)
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Figure 6.6.: Distribution of 1-prong tau jets (as in the HERA-1 paper) seleted in the 2004-
06 e−p CC sample. One andidate is observed at PXT > 25 GeV.
• ∆ϕ(jet,X) < 170◦. This rejets bak-to-bak topologies suh as the e − jet system in
NC and the jet − jet system of dijets in photoprodution. The ut is only applied if
there is signiant hadroni ativity with PXT > 5 GeV.
Only one tau jet andidate per event is allowed to suppress tau pair prodution. Figures 6.3
and 6.4 show the desription of narrow jets in the CC sample. The data are still dominated
by CC events, with a signal ontribution of only ∼ 2%. This sample is shown as CC ontrol
sample in Tab. 6.4. The transverse momentum (a), polar angle (b) and radius () of narrow
jets is desribed within the errors. The number of seleted traks N
traks
(d) in the isolation
one of radius 1.0 in the ηϕ-plane around the jet axis is also desribed. This is the most
important feature of this seletion step. PXT (e) is well desribed to high values. Figure 6.2
also shows the event yield of events with suh narrow jets over the whole HERA-2 data
(Labelled Ntraks, red). No statistially signiant deviations from at distributions within
the e−p and e+p samples are visible. This gives ondene that the bakground from CC
events is well estimated, and the seleted traks are well desribed.
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Figure 6.7.: The seleted tau andidate at high PXT .
1-Prong Jets
1-Prong jets are seleted from narrow jets by the following requirement:
• ND<1.0
trak
= 1. There must be exatly one seleted trak within a distane of D
trak
<
1.0 ηϕ around the jet axis. This is the tau trak previously dened. Forward traks in
the isolation one are also ounted to at as isolation veto.
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the distribution of events with 1-prong jets in the inlusive CC sample.
This seletion orresponds to the nal seletion of the HERA-1 paper. The PXT distributions
show good agreement with the SM at this level (a). One event is seleted at high PXT in the
e−p data, in a region where 0.55± 0.1 events are predited by the SM. This event is shown in
Fig. 6.7.
Final Seletion
The sanning of the events obtained after the previous seletion step revealed that a large
fration of tau andidates have more than one non-vertex-tted trak lose to the seleted
trak. The distribution of the number of non-vertex-tted traks in a one of D < 0.3 in the
ηϕ-plane around the tau trak ND<0.3
DTNV
are shown in Figs. 6.5b and 6.6b. Figure 6.8 shows
an example of an event with ND<0.3
DTNV
> 1 seleted in the previous seletion step. Most of the
signal (hadronially deaying tau leptons from W deays) is ontained in the bin ND<0.3
DTNV
= 1.
In order to improve the purity, a nal requirement is applied:
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Figure 6.8.: Example for a preliminary tau andidate seleted in HERA-2 data [15℄ using
the uts from the HERA-1 paper [14℄. a) Using seleted traks only, the tau
jet andidate is well isolated. b) The lose-up showing all vertex-tted traks
demonstrates that the seleted trak (vertex-tted trak no. 48) has two more
low-quality traks lose to it (no. 48, 50), spoiling the isolation.
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• ND<0.3
DTNV
= 1. The number of non-vertex-tted traks within a distane of D
DTNV
<
0.3 ηϕ around the tau trak axis must be exatly one. Only non-vertex-tted traks
with a length greater than 10 m, and their start- and endpoints in the one dened
by D
DTNV
< 0.3 ηϕ are onsidered to ensure that only reasonably well measured traks
roughly parallel to the seleted trak are ounted.
This ut alone redues the signal expetation in total by about 15%, while the bakground is
redued by 60% for all data, leading to a signiant improvement in the signal to noise ratio
of the nal sample.
6.4. Results
Table 6.3 shows the observed data ompared to the SM expetation over the whole PXT range
and for PXT > 25 GeV obtained using the full HERA data, orresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 398 pb
−1
. Figure 6.9 shows the distributions of PmissT , P
X
T and the kinematis of
the tau jet andidate, P τT and θτ , for the nal seletion. The signal and bakground expetation
is indiated for every bin. The errors given are statistial and systemati unertainties added
in quadrature.
The overall agreement with the SM is very good with a total of 18 events observed for 20± 3
predited. The SM predition is dominated by the irreduible CC bakground, with a total
signal ontribution of only 22%. One event is observed at high PXT > 25 GeV where 1.4± 0.4
are expeted. In this region, the signal ontribution to the SM expetation is 74%. The
seleted event an therefore be interpreted as W → τντ , τ →֒ hν¯τ .
A ross hek of the results in the eletron and muon hannels using the tau hannel is
impeded by the muh lower eieny. While 10.4 ± 1.6 signal events are expeted in the
ombined eletron and muon hannels at PXT > 25 GeV in the full HERA data (see Tab. 5.5),
only 1.04± 0.16 events are expeted in the same region in the tau hannel, whih is one order
of magnitude less. If 8 of the 15 events observed in the total e+p data in the eletron and
muon hannel at PXT > 25 GeV are attributed to an exess over the total SM predition of
6.8± 0.9 events, an exess of less than one event is expeted in the tau hannel.
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Tau Channel, 1994-2006 (e±p, 398 pb−1)
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Figure 6.9.: Results in the tau hannel for the full HERA data set. The seleted data (points)
are ompared to the SM predition (open histogram). The statistial and system-
ati unertainties added in quadrature are shown as green band (ontaining the
statistial error as yellow band). The signal omponent is shown as red hathed
histogram.
Tau H1 Data SM Expetation SM Signal Other SM
Channel Proesses
1994-2006 e+p All PXT 8 10.69
+1.59
−1.68 2.34
+0.35
−0.36 8.35
+1.23
−1.33
214.6 pb
−1 PXT > 25 GeV 0 0.69
+0.09
−0.30 0.54
+0.08
−0.09 0.14
+0.01
−0.21
1998-2006 e−p All PXT 10 9.40
+1.45
−1.55 2.01
+0.31
−0.31 7.39
+1.14
−1.24
183.6 pb
−1 PXT > 25 GeV 1 0.69
+0.10
−0.21 0.47
+0.07
−0.08 0.21
+0.02
−0.14
1994-2006 e±p All PXT 18 20.18
+3.02
−3.26 4.44
+0.67
−0.68 15.74
+2.35
−2.58
398.2 pb
−1 PXT > 25 GeV 1 1.40
+0.18
−0.53 1.04
+0.16
−0.16 0.36
+0.02
−0.37
Table 6.3.: Results in the tau hannel for all e+p data, e−p data and the full HERA data.
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Period Run Event P lT / GeV θl /
◦ ϕl /
◦ PXT / GeV P
miss
T / GeV
94-97 e+p 226096 700 38.7 ± 13.2 22.7 ± 0.22 −12.0 ± 0.46 4.1± 0.5 39.6 ± 13.1
98-99 e−p 269752 26130 26.4 ± 4.5 20.5 ± 0.22 81.6 ± 0.46 0.3± 0.1 26.1± 4.5
99-00 e+p 275073 99491 22.4 ± 7.0 33.1 ± 0.25 99.1 ± 0.30 4.1± 0.4 26.1± 7.0
03-04 e+p 359926 8460 38.3 ± 5.0 20.3 ± 0.22 −149.6 ± 0.46 0.2± 0.1 38.2± 5.0
391464 198 36.7 ± 7.7 23.5 ± 0.22 −71.6 ± 0.46 0.5± 0.2 36.3± 7.7
04-06 e−p 408237 72126 29.0 ± 6.5 105.8 ± 0.25 90.9 ± 0.30 7.3± 0.9 34.2± 6.4
413245 56825 33.0 ± 6.4 49.0 ± 0.25 67.6 ± 0.30 1.3± 0.3 31.7± 6.4
414321 20053 38.4 ± 7.1 28.4 ± 0.22 145.3 ± 0.46 3.0± 0.7 38.2± 7.1
414431 30536 21.1 ± 8.6 38.6 ± 0.25 −13.1 ± 0.30 9.6± 1.2 29.4± 8.6
417955 105857 14.4 ± 7.5 35.2 ± 0.25 3.5 ± 0.30 61.3 ± 4.5 68.0 ± 6.2
429534 168739 13.2 ± 4.9 70.0 ± 0.25 −62.6 ± 0.30 24.5 ± 3.0 21.3± 2.6
432747 3734 25.8 ± 8.0 82.6 ± 0.25 3.4 ± 0.30 1.4± 0.4 27.1± 8.0
452520 13568 38.2 ± 11.7 35.3 ± 0.25 120.9 ± 0.30 0.6± 0.2 38.6 ± 11.7
466285 58750 13.8 ± 5.4 28.9 ± 0.22 −159.3 ± 0.46 13.1 ± 1.6 24.6± 5.1
06 e+p 476252 73465 34.0 ± 9.6 50.3 ± 0.25 90.3 ± 0.30 1.8± 0.3 32.5± 9.6
478423 118795 36.1 ± 11.4 65.2 ± 0.25 107.9 ± 0.30 8.2± 1.2 26.5 ± 10.5
474329 44930 25.1 ± 15.7 50.6 ± 0.25 142.3 ± 0.30 15.9 ± 1.4 29.4 ± 12.9
483023 126100 47.8 ± 6.0 23.4 ± 0.22 128.3 ± 0.46 0.4± 0.1 48.0± 6.0
Figure 6.10.: Kinematis of seleted events with tau andidate jets in all HERA data. The
errors are obtained by propagating the experimental resolutions to the reon-
struted variables.
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6.5. Study of Narrow Hadroni Jets
The inlusive NC sample provides the sample of QCD jets with the highest statistis. To test
the misidentiation of QCD jets as tau jets, lean 1-prong tau jet andidates are seleted
in the inlusive NC sample (setion A.1). Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show distributions in this
seletion. The kinematis, PT (a) and θ (b), of the tau-like jet are well desribed. The jet
radius is well desribed inluding the ontribution from misidentied eletrons visible at the
lowest jet radii (). Also the kinematis, PT (d) and θ (e), of the tau trak are well desribed.
This gives ondene that the misidentiation of QCD jets as tau jets is under ontrol for the
alorimeter measurement and the trak measurement within the errors. Tau jet andidates in
CC and photoprodution are shown diretly in the bakground ontrol samples.
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Clean 1-prong Tau Candidates in NC, 2003-06 e+p
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Figure 6.11.: Clean 1-prong tau jet andidates in the 2003-06 e+p inlusive NC sample.
Clean 1-prong Tau Candidates in NC, 2004-06 e−p
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Figure 6.12.: Clean 1-prong tau-jet andidates in the 2004-06 e−p inlusive NC sample.
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Tau Channel Control Samples
P aloT > 12 GeV
CC
δmiss > 5 GeV
P hadT > 12 GeV
PmissT > 12 GeV
Vap/Vp < 0.5 (<0.15 if
PmissT < 25 GeV)
NC
δmiss < 8 GeV
Q2e > 90GeV
2
Ee > 11 GeV
Photoprodution
δmiss > 5 GeV
Q2e < 1 GeV
2
Vap/Vp > 0.15
Tau Jet Seletion narrow 1-prong 1-prong
(isolated+aoplanar) yes no no
Data (04-06, e−p)
Total SM
924
909 ± 240
(98% CC)
157
137 ± 30
(96% NC)
164
142 ± 40
(67% γP)
Table 6.4.: Seletion requirements for the tau hannel CC, NC and photoprodution bak-
ground ontrol samples. The number of seleted events ompared to the SM ex-
petation is shown exemplary for the 2004-06 e−p data. The stritest possible tau
jet defnition is used while keeping the statistial signiane of the sample high.
6.6. Bakground Studies
6.6.1. NC Enrihed Sample
NC events may enter the nal seletion if the jet or the eletron are misidentied as tau jet and
fake missing transverse momentum is measured in the event. To hek the NC bakground in
the phase spae of the nal seletion, 1-prong tau andidates without isolation and aoplanarity
requirements were seleted in the inlusive NC sample in the P aloT > 12 GeV phase spae.
Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the distribution of the events seleted in that sample in the 2003-
06 e−p and 2003-06 e+p data. The transverse momentum (a) and pseudorapidity (b) of the
andidates are well desribed. This gives ondene that the NC bakground is well under
ontrol. If the full requirements for the tau andidates are applied, the NC bakground is very
eetively suppressed. In the whole HERA-2 data 4 lean 1-prong andidates are seleted for
3.8± 1 expeted from the SM.
6.6.2. Photoprodution Enrihed Sample
Photoprodution events may enter the sample if false missing transverse momentum is mea-
sured and QCD jets are misidentifed as tau jets. This bakground should be well under ontrol
beause its total ross setion is large, but not very well known. The inlusive photoprodu-
tion sample at P aloT > 12 GeV is desribed in appendix A.3. Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show
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1-prong Tau Candidates in NC at P aloT > 12 GeV, (2003-06, e
+p)
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Figure 6.13.: 1-prong tau jet andidates in the 2003-06 e+p NC sample at P aloT > 12 GeV.
Isolation and aoplanarity are not required.
1-prong Tau Candidates in NC at P aloT > 12 GeV (2004-06, e
−p)
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Figure 6.14.: 1-prong tau jet andidates in the 2004-06 e−p NC sample at P aloT > 12 GeV.
Isolation and aoplanarity are not required.
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1-prong Tau Jet Candidates in γP at P aloT > 12 GeV (2003-06, e
+p)
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Figure 6.15.: 1-prong tau-jet andidates in the 2003-06 e+p photoprodution sample at P aloT >
12 GeV.
1-prong Tau Jet Candidates in γP at P aloT > 12 GeV (2004-06, e
−p)
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Figure 6.16.: 1-prong tau-jet andidates in the 2004-06 e−p photoprodution sample at P aloT >
12 GeV.
the pseudorapidity distribution of non-isolated 1-prong tau jet andidates in this sample for
the 2003-06 e+p and 2004-06 e−p data, respetively. In both periods, the distribution is well
desribed. Seleting isolated, lean 1-prong tau jets in the sample yields only 4 events for
5.5 expeted from the SM in the 2004-06 e−p data. This gives ondene that the inlu-
sive photoprodution ontribution to the bakground is well predited and an be eetively
suppressed.
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Tau Channel  HERA-1 Reanalysis
Previously published results [14℄
1994-2000 e± H1 Data SM Expetation SM Signal Other SM
115.2 pb
−1
Proesses
Tau All PXT 6 9.9
+2.5
−3.6 0.89
+0.15
−0.26 9.0
+2.5
−3.6
PXT > 25 GeV 0 0.39
+0.09
−0.11 0.20
+0.04
−0.05 0.19
+0.08
−0.10
This Reanalysis
1994-2000 e±p H1 Data SM Expetation SM Signal Other SM
115.9 pb
−1
Proesses
Tau All PXT 6 8.69
+1.56
−1.51 0.80
+0.12
−0.12 7.89
+1.44
−1.39
(Previous Cuts) PXT > 25 GeV 0 0.33
+0.05
−0.04 0.18
+0.03
−0.03 0.14
+0.02
−0.02
Table 6.5.: Comparison of HERA-1 data seleted in HERA-1 paper and the pre-nal seletion
step in the new analysis orresponding to a reanalysis. The results agree within
the errors. The SM expetation for signal and bakground are slightly lower in the
reanalysis due to striter preseletion requirements.
6.7. Reanalysis of HERA-1 Data
Beause of the additional ut with respet to the previous publiation, the HERA-1 data had
to be reanalysed also in the tau hannel to get the full result for all HERA data. Also the
preseletion requirements (hapter 4) are tighter than those used for HERA-1 to ope with the
higher non-ep-bakground in the HERA-2 data. Preseletion requirements like the topologial
bakground nders have to be applied onsistently for all data. Table 6.5 shows the results
published in the HERA-1 paper [14℄ (top) ompared to the results in the equivalent phase
spae of the reanalysis (bottom). The SM expetation for signal and bakground is slightly
lower in the reanalysis due to the striter preseletion requirements. The SM preditions agree
within the errors and the same events are seleted in the data.
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7. Summary
Events with rare topologies onstitute an ideal tool to searh for new physis eets. Speta-
ular events with isolated eletrons, muons or tau leptons and missing transverse momentum
are measured in e+p and e−p ollisions at HERA and ompared to the SM predition. In the
SM framework, suh events are produed predominantly from single W prodution, with a
ross setion of the order of 1 pb. In this thesis, a total integrated luminosity of about 400
pb
−1
is used to investigate this event topology. The analysis overs the data taken at HERA
by the H1 experiment until mid-November 2006.
The observation of an exess at the 3σ level of events whih ontain in addition a prominent
hadroni jet has been reported from HERA-1 data, predominantly olleted in e+p ollisions.
The events ontinue to be measured in exess of the SM predition at HERA-2 in e+p ollisions
in a data sample orresponding to a similar luminosity as the HERA-1 data. In e−p ollisions,
for a total luminosity similar to the e+p sample, a good agreement with the SM predition is
observed overall. Events with tau leptons have been searhed for and a good purity ahieved
for events with large PXT , but no signiant exess is observed. More data will be olleted in
e+p ollisions until the end of the HERA programme at high energy in Marh 2007.
If the disrepany between e+p and e−p samples is attributed to a statistial utuation, the
W prodution ross setion in ep ollisions an be measured with a statistial preision of 15%.
The measurement an be done dierentially as a funtion of PXT and θl. This measurement is
urrently ongoing and will be nalised using the full HERA data [55℄.
A possible interpretation of the exess at high PXT is the prodution of single top-quarks [56℄.
The leptoni and hadroni signatures from that proess have been analysed and limits have
been set whih are ompetitive to limits on anomalous top prodution set at other olliders
[8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄. However, this hypothesis annot explain the asymmetry between e+p and
e−p ollisions.
This asymmetry ould be explained by the existene of a new partile N with fermion number
F = 0 oupling to an eletron-quark vertex. If suh a partile had a high mass mN it would
have to be produed at large x = m2N/s. In this region the parton density of valene quarks in
the proton is muh larger than the density of sea quarks, hene the prodution ross setion
for suh a partile is muh larger in e+p running than in e−p running. For example, in the
framework of R-parity violating supersymmetry, suh partiles ould be resonantly produed
stop-squarks, or sbottom-squarks produed in the t-hannel [57℄.
At present the ZEUS experiment does not onrm the exess observed by H1. The ZEUS
analysis was performed in a more restrited phase spae, at 17◦ < θe < 86
◦
and 17◦ < θµ <
115◦. Studies that were done omparing the analyses in both experiments have shown the
signal eienies to be omparable in the region at high PXT [5℄. Most of the events observed
by H1 at high PXT fall into the phase spae whih is ommon for the two experiments. A
ombination of the two analyses in a ommon phase spae is in progress and will be used to
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qualify the signiane of an exess or to extrat a preise measurement of singleW prodution
at HERA.
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A. Inlusive Seletions
A.1. NC
NC in DIS is the proess with the lowest bakground and simultaneous highest ross setion at
HERA. An inlusive NC sample is used for many purposes throughout this thesis. The sample
is seleted utilising the seletion used for the inlusive NC ross setion measurement [51℄. In
summary the uts are:
• δmiss < 8 GeV to rejet CC and photoprodution bakground.
• Ee > 11 GeV .
• Q2e > 90 GeV2 to selet eletrons in the LAr alorimeter.
• Eletron isolated from the HFS.
• Seleted eletron trak with eletron luster da < 12 m.
• Eletron measured in duial volume of LAr alorimeter (not in raks).
Figure A.1 shows distributions of the NC inlusive sample exemplary for the 2004-06 e−p
data. The Q2e distribution (a) shows that the eletron is well measured in all regions of
the LAr alorimeter. Mismeasured missing transverse momentum PmissT (b) in the event is
desribed well up to high values. The PT (), η (d) and radius (e) of the rst jet is well
desribed. If present, a seond jet is also well desribed (f-h).
A.2. CC
The seletion of inlusive CC events follows largely the seletion used in the inlusive CC ross
setion measurement [51℄:
• P aloT > 12 GeV.
• PmissT > 12 GeV.
• PXT > 12 GeV.
• δmiss > 5 GeV.
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• 0.03 < yh < 0.85 and Q2h > 100 GeV. These uts are used in the inlusive CC ross
setion measurement to ensure high trigger eieny and good kinemati resolution,
beause the hadron method has to be used to reonstrut the DIS kinematis (see Tab.
1.2). In this analysis the uts ensure a well measured hadroni nal state.
• Vap/Vp < 0.5. This ut suppresses NC and photoprodution events in whih transverse
momentum is missing due to utuation in the detetor response or undeteted partiles.
If PmissT < 25 GeV it is required that Vap/Vp < 0.15 to ensure the missing transverse
momentum is real. With respet to the CC ross setion measurement, the Vap/Vp
requirements are relaxed in order to inrease aeptane of topologies with a tau jet and
a hadroni system with a high transverse momentum. In the ANOTOP template for
suh topologies, the tau andidate and its neutrino are expeted to reoil against the
b-jet giving rise to a higher Vap/Vp value.
Figures A.2 and A.3 show the distributions of the data seleted in the inlusive CC sample
for the 2003-06 e+p and 2004-06 e−p period, respetively. The missing transverse momentum
is well desribed up to high values (a). The (E − Pz) balane is well desribed down to small
values (b). The vertex z-position distributions show no onspiuous tails hinting at remaining
non-ep-bakground in the sample (). The transverse momentum (d), pseudorapidity (e) and
radius (f) of the jet with the highest transverse momentum in the event are also well desribed.
The harged urrent ross setion σCC depends linearly on the longitudinal eletron beam
polarisation Pe like
σCC = σ
0
CC(1 + q · Pe),
where σ0CC is the unpolarised CC ross setion and q is the harge of the eletron beam. Polar-
isation values for Monte Carlo events an be drawn randomly from the appliable polarisation
prole shown in Fig. 2.2 for eah event.
CC events with more than one jet are a potentially large bakground to events with a tau jet
and a large hadroni system. Figures A.4 and A.5 show the distributions of CC events with a
seond jet for the 2003-06 e+p and 2004-06 e−p data, respetively. The transverse momentum
(a), pseudorapidity (b) and radius () of seond jets are well desribed, giving ondene that
this bakground is orretly estimated.
A.3. Photoprodution
Photoprodution events may enter the phase spae P aloT > 12 GeV due to mismeasured
missing energy. In this phase spae inlusive photoprodution events are seleted by applying
the following requirements:
• Q2e < 1 GeV2 to ensure the sattered eletron is not deteted.
• (E − Pz) < 50 GeV to suppress remaining NC events.
• Vap/Vp > 0.15 to suppress CC events.
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• 0 < xh < 1 and 0.1 < yh < 0.9 to ensure the hadroni nal state is well measured using
the hadron method (see Tab. 1.2).
Figures A.6 and A.7 show that the pseudorapidity (a) and radius (b) of the rst jet are
well desribed. If a seond jet is present, its pseudorapidity is also well desribed (). The
azimuthal angle dierene of the two jets ∆φ(jet1, jet2) is well desribed also in the region
∆φ12 < 160
◦
where it extends due to the missing transverse momentum (d).
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Inlusive NC (2004-06, e−p)
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Dijets in NC
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Figure A.1.: Distributions of the 2004-06 e−p data seleted in the inlusive NC samples (a-e)
and NC dijet samples (f-h).
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Inlusive CC (2003-06, e+p)
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Figure A.2.: Distributions of the 2003-06 e+p data seleted in the inlusive CC sample.
Inlusive CC (2004-06, e−p)
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Figure A.3.: Distributions of the 2004-06 e−p data seleted in the inlusive CC sample.
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CC Dijets (2003-06, e+p)
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Figure A.4.: Distributions of the 2003-06 e+p data of in inlusive CC sample with a seond
jet.
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Figure A.5.: Distributions of the 2004-06 e−p data in an inlusive CC sample with a seond
jet.
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Figure A.6.: Photoprodution ontrol distributions in 2003-06 e+p data. a)
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Figure A.7.: Photoprodution ontrol distributions in 2004-06 e−p data
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B. Systemati Unertainties
The inuene of systemati unertainties on the total predited rates in the nal seletions
are estimated by rerunning the analysis with a variation of ±1 standard deviations applied
in the Monte Carlo events on the quantity to study. All variations are added in quadrature,
where are is taken that the eet on the result has the same diretion (inreased or dereased
expetation) to estimate the full range of the systemati eets. Table B.1 summarises the
ontributions to the total error from the dierent soures detailed below. In the lepton and
muon hannels the total error is dominated by the model unertainties. In all plots presented
in this thesis the unertainties assoiated with leptoni and hadroni quantities are inluded
in these errors. In the tau hannel, the total error is dominated by the model unertainties
and the unertainty on the jet radius measurement.
B.1. Reonstrution Unertainties
B.1.1. Leptoni Quantities
• The unertainty on entral trak θ is 3 mrad and on φ 1 mrad. They determine the
unertainty on eletron and muon angles taken from the assoiated trak.
• The unertainty on the eletromagneti energy sale is 1% in the entral region and 2%
in the forward region (taken from Fig. 3.1).
B.1.2. Hadroni Quantities
• The unertainty on the hadroni energy sale is 2% (taken from Fig. 3.4).
• The unertainty on the tau jet energy sale is estimated by ombining unertainties on
the eletromagneti and hadroni omponents of the tau jet in quadrature.
• The unertainties on φ and θ angles measured by the hadroni nal state are 10 mrad.
This applies to the inlusive angles γh and φh, the diretion of
~PmissT and
~PXT , and jet
angles, inluding the tau jet angle.
• The relative unertainty on the variable Vap/Vp is 10%, estimated by omparing dierent
reonstrution methods for Vap/Vp.
• The error on the jet radius Rjet is 10%, estimated from Rjet distributions in the tau
hannel ontrol samples.
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Soure of Systemati Abs. error on predited total SM rate in
Unertainty Eletron and Muon Channel Tau Channel
Leptoni quantities < 1% < 1%
Hadroni quantities 3% 3%
Triggering / Identiation 4% 17%
Model 10% 20%
Luminosity 2%
Table B.1.: Summary of experimental systemati errors. Shown is the size of the eet on the
total SM rates (signal + bakground) predited by the Monte Carlo in the nal
seletions. The error on tau identiation is dominated by the unertainty on the
jet radius of ±10%. The model unertainty is dominated by the unertainty on
the CC ross setion.
B.1.3. Triggering and Identiation
• The unertainty on the eletron nding eieny is 3%.
• The unertainty on muon nding eieny is 5% for θµ > 20◦.
• The unertainty on the jet radius is 10%, derived by looking at the radius of NC jets
without onsidering any other errors and saling the jet radius up and down until the
desription was fully ontained in the jet radius error.
• The error on the trak reonstrution eieny is 3%.
• The unertainty on the muon trigger eieny is 10% for θµ > 20◦.
B.2. Model Unertainties
The model unertainties for the SM bakground proesses were estimated by omparison of
data and Monte Carlon in the ontrol samples.
• The unertainty on the W prodution ross setion alulated by EPVEC after applying
NLO orretions is 15% [20℄.
• In the eletron and muon hannel phase spae the model unertainty on CC and NC
ross setions alulated by DJANGO are estimated to 30%.
• In the tau hannel phase spae the model unertainty on the CC ross setion alulated
by RAPGAP is estimated to 20%, and on the NC ross setion 15%.
• The unertainty on the photoprodution ross setion alulated by PYTHIA is esti-
mated to 50% in the eletron and muon phase spae and 30% in the tau hannel phase
spae.
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• The unertainty on the lepton pair prodution ross setion alulated by GRAPE is
estimated to 30%.
B.3. Global Unertainties
• The unertainty of the luminosity measurement at HERA-2 is 2%.
• The unertainty on the polarisation measurement is typially 5%. Sine the polarisa-
tion measurement only inuenes the CC ross setion, it is inluded in the CC model
unertainty.
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